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Computer technology is increasingly used with and for animals in different con-
texts and for a variety of purposes. Since zoos house a multitude of different
animals and must balance goals of animal welfare, conservation, and visitor edu-
cation as well as enjoyment, they have potential to benefit from technology usage
in many ways. However, the emerging field of Animal Computer Interaction
(ACI) has been mainly focusing on technologies for working animals and pets,
leaving the zoo context underexplored. Furthermore, the animals and zoo visitors
have often been directly little involved in the early stages of the process.

The objective of this thesis was to fill in this gap by exploring how to bring to-
gether requirements from the different stakeholders of the zoo to form complete
requirements for animal technology, as well as how to include the animal in de-
signing the system already early on. This was approached through a case study
of developing an auditory enrichment system for white-faced saki monkeys. Since
the use of auditory enrichment for this type of monkeys has been little explored,
the animals’ preference for using sound was also studied.

Requirements of the different human stakeholders were gathered using ques-
tionnaires. The needs of the monkeys were inferred though collaboration with
zookeepers, and further explored through prototyping. Once a functional inter-
active system was in place, different sounds were available for the monkeys one
week at a time, and data of their interactions with the system was gathered
automatically.

The results show that main animal welfare requirements are shared by both vis-
itors and zookeepers. These stakeholder groups also have unique additional re-
quirements. When it comes to using audio as enrichment for the sakis, out of the
used sounds they preferred only traffic noise to silence. Furthermore, based on
the design process, central themes in designing technology for animals in the zoo
environment are discussed.

Keywords: animal-computer interaction, interactive systems, zoo, audi-
tory enrichment

Language: English
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Tietotekniikkaa käytetään nykyään lisääntyvissä määrin myös eläinten parissa
moniin eri tarkoituksiin. Eläintarhat ovat kotina monenlaisille eläimille ja niiden
tavoitteena on paitsi huolehtia eläintensä hyvinvoinnista, myös osallistua luon-
nonsuojelutyöhön ja kävijöiden valistamiseen sekä varmistaa vierailijoiden viih-
tyvyys. Näin ollen eläintarhakontekstissa on monia mahdollisuuksia hyödyntää
uusia teknologioita. Tästä huolimatta eläinten ja tietokoneiden välisen vuorovai-
kutuksen tutkimus (Animal-Computer Interaction, ACI) on pitkälti keskittynyt
lemmikki- ja hyötyeläimiin, eläintarhojen jäädessä vähemmälle huomiolle. Lisäksi
eläintarhoissa tehdyissä ACI-tutkimuksissa eläimet ja vierailijat ovat harvoin ol-
leet mukana prosessin alkuvaiheissa.

Tämän tutkimuksen tavoitteena on täydentää tätä puutetta tutkimalla,
kuinka eri käyttäjäryhmien tarpeet voidaan yhdistää vaatimuksiksi eläinten
käyttöön tuleville järjestelmille. Toisena teemana oli, kuinka itse eläimet
on parasta ottaa mukaan prosessiin mahdollisimman aikaisessa vaiheessa.
Lähestymistapana käytettiin tapaustutkimusta, jossa kehitettiin interaktiivinen
audiovirikejärjestelmä eläintarhassa eläville pienille apinoille, valkopääsakeille.
Lisäksi kehitettyä virikettä käytettiin sakien äänimieltymysten tutkimiseen.

Ihmisosallistujien näkökulmaa kartoitettiin kyselyn avulla. Sakien tarpeita tul-
kittiin yhteistyössä eläintenhoitajien kanssa, ja syvällisemmin prototyyppien tes-
tauksen avulla. Interaktiivisten ominaisuuksien toteuttamisen jälkeen sakien oli
mahdollista kuunnella viikoittain vaihtuvia ääniä, ja tiedot niiden vuorovaikutuk-
sesta systeemin kanssa kerättiin automaattisesti.

Tutkimuksen tulokset osoittavat, että sekä eläintarhan kävijät että
eläintenhoitajat pitävät tärkeimpänä vaatimuksena, että eläimille tehtävät
sovellukset tukevat niiden hyvinvointia. Sakit itse suosivat testatuista äänistä
vain liikenteen ääniä enemmän kuin hiljaisuutta. Näiden tulosten lisäksi
käsittelemme keskeisiä teemoja, jotka nousivat esiin prosessin aikana liittyen
kehitystyöhön eläinten kanssa ja eläintarhaympäristössä.

Asiasanat: eläinten ja tietokoneiden välinen vuorovaikutus, interaktiivi-
set järjestelmät, eläintarha, audiovirikkeet

Kieli: Englanti
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the last years animals living in connection to humans have become users of
different technologies, with varying degrees of participation from the animal.
With increased interest in animal technologies the field of Animal Computer
Interaction (ACI) has emerged from within the Human Computer Interac-
tion (HCI) community. With a goal and methods adapted from the ones
of HCI, ACI aims to ensure computer technologies for animals are designed
and developed within appropriate ethical principles and striving for animal-
centredness of the process [46]. However, views on how to ensure keeping the
animal in the focus are varied [47, 59, 75] and there still remains a gap be-
tween the theoretical recommendations and what has been done in practice
[20]. Thus, how to include the animal in the centre of the process remains
an open problem.

Within animal technologies, the pet-tech industry is rapidly expanding
[39], technologies are created to aid working dogs [31, 62], and animal hus-
bandry utilises new technologies to improve the welfare of the animals [7].
Zoos on the other hand present a challenging and variable environment for
computer applications, but one where they have the potential to benefit the
welfare of the animals as well as the visitor education and engagement goals of
the zoo [9]. Despite the multitude of opportunities here, most previous work
has been around enrichment for apes [5, 19, 71] in addition to some studies
with other mammals [18] and a few including or focused on the visitor or
staff perspectives [56, 72].

One special feature of the zoo context is that there are various stakehold-
ers, including several human stakeholders with potentially conflicting needs
– for the zoo the animal welfare is paramount, while people directly working
with the animals have their own additional concerns that again can differ from
the needs of the visitors [72]. This sets an interesting environment to study
how the various requirements from different human groups can be brought
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 7

together and combined with the needs of the animal users. There is previous
work addressing how to gather requirements from the animals [26, 82], but
little attention on the problem of bridging together the requirements of the
different stakeholders in a zoo context when designing new technology.

Another little explored area is auditory enrichment for zoo animals. Most
investigations into interactive enrichment has been focused on either food [33]
or cognitive enrichment [19, 71]. However, a few studies about interactive
audio systems in zoo context exist [18, 57, 59], and viability of sound as en-
richment for primates has been studied outside the ACI perspective [61, 70].
Results from these studies have been inconclusive and sometimes conflict-
ing, most of the time concluding that the animals either prefer silence or are
indifferent. However, in a few cases there have been results indicating that
they may prefer certain type of sounds [52, 65].

1.1 Problem statement

To bridge these gaps, this work focuses on a case study of developing an
interactive auditory enrichment system for zoo-housed white-faced sakis, a
small new-world primate species. The objective is to understand how the
needs of different stakeholders play into the design of zoo animal technology,
and how the animals can be better included in the process as early as possible.
Furthermore, we investigate the audio preferences of the sakis by providing
them with control over an interactive system that can play different audios.
Below are our three research questions related to these objectives.

RQ1: What are the differences and commonalities of the requirements of
different stakeholders and how general requirements can be combined from
these?

RQ2: How to design with an animal-centred focus with small primates in
a zoo setting?

RQ3: Do the white-faced sakis have different preferences for silence and
different audios?

1.2 Structure of the Thesis

The next chapter reviews literature relevant to our research questions. The
research content of this thesis is divided to two parts: requirement discovery
and design of an auditory enrichment system. First, following the literature
review, in the third chapter we present a study of discovering the require-
ments of the human stakeholders for enrichment technology for the sakis.
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Based on the resulting requirements of chapter three, the second part (chap-
ter four) describes the design and development of an auditory enrichment
system for the sakis. Also included to the fourth chapter is the reporting
of our experimental study that looks into the audio preferences of the sakis
using the interactive system that was developed. After the parts one and
two, in the discussion we draw together the results from the two studies to
address our research questions. The last chapter six ends the thesis with final
conclusions.



Chapter 2

Background

Animal Computer Interaction

Technology for animals has been around for a long time, including applica-
tions for farms [7], working animals [63], zoo animals [19] as well as domes-
ticated pets [27]. In the last decade, Animal Computer Interaction (ACI)
has emerged as a field aiming to include the animal being part of, or in-
volved with the technology to improve the design process and create more
animal-centred systems. The ACI manifesto [46] that marked the emergence
of the field identifies three main aims of ACI: ”to understand the interaction
between animals and computing technology”, to help develop technologies
that improve the lives of the animal users, and ”to develop a user-centered
approach” that regards humans and animals equal as stakeholders.

Since the ACI manifesto [46], these questions have been approached from
different perspectives and in different contexts over many studies. Investiga-
tions into designing technologies with pets are common and include devices
with screens [27], touchscreens [74] and different tangible objects or devices
[75]. Working dogs have received ample attention as well, with technologies
ranging from screen [84] and tangible alarm interfaces [62] to olfactory inter-
faces [48], wearables [31] and dog-controlled robots [6]. Besides domesticated
animals, technologies have been developed for various wild or zoo animals,
including remote interaction with wild deer [37], designing a smart habitat
for wild opossum rehabilitation [41], tracking captive giraffes [12], and mul-
tiple systems in zoos for enhancing animal enrichment and welfare as well as
visitors knowledge about animals [72].

9



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 10

Technologies at the zoo

Zoo as an environment for animal technology offers a myriad of opportunities
to develop systems for different animals and various use cases. Historically,
zoos used to be mainly recreational attractions for the visitors that let people
see exotic animals. However, over time their goals have evolved to concern
primarily the welfare of their animals, educating and influencing the attitudes
of the public to aid conservation efforts, and conducting research that helps
fulfilling these goals [3]. All these objectives have potential to benefit from
the use of technology. Furthermore, these goals of animal well-being and
fostering human-animal connections are shared with the ACI community
and manifesto [46].

Most of computer technology used at zoos has been focused on cognitive
testing of the animals. The bulk of this work has been done with primates,
since they can have motoric and cognitive skills comparable to humans and
can thus relatively easily operate tasks on a computer interface using a touch
screen [15, 25, 32, 44, 67, 76, 80], joystick [13, 14], or other tangible inter-
face [80]. Other animal species have been cognitively tested using computer
devices as well, such as the the sun bear by training it to use a touch screen
with its tongue [55]; however these are few and far between. More recently,
in addition to traditional cognitive testing tasks novel approaches have been
used with apes. These include using a virtual reality (VR) system to inves-
tigate their spatial cognition [11], and showing them videos to observe how
it affects their social behaviour with other apes and humans [79].

The primary focus of these systems however has not been the technology,
user-experience (UX) or the interaction but instead the animals behavioural
and cognitive response and welfare responses (such as cortisol levels). Addi-
tionally, this type of testing with technologies is mostly practiced within only
certain (primate) species, whereas animal welfare is essential for all the ani-
mals housed in zoos. One way zoos currently support the well-being of their
animals is to provide them with appropriate enrichment. This enrichment
includes toys, puzzles, foraging tasks and other activities whose purpose is to
encourage typical behaviours and engage the natural instincts of the animals.
[68]

Equally, there are many ways to provide enrichment for animals with
computer technologies. Interactive systems give the possibility to provide
the animals with variable and appropriately challenging enrichment and ways
to control their activities and environment [9, 36]. This enrichment benefit
has also been observed in association with computerized cognitive testing
[15, 44, 55, 56]. Given this, recently computer systems for zoo animals are
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more and more motivated by aims of enrichment, rather than focusing on
traditional cognitive testing. Such enrichment systems include touch screens
and tablets for apes, designed to provide auditory and visual enrichment as
well as cognitive challenges [5, 22, 56, 78]. There have been explorations with
kinetic and haptic interfaces as well, such as tracking tangible objects within
the enclosure with Microsoft Kinect to allow orangutans to generate sounds
[57]; digital installations with a projected, motion tracking based interface
for orangutans [64, 71]; and Gorilla Game Lab, a tangible feeding puzzle
for Gorillas [19]. French et al. [16–18] have developed an ”elephant radio”,
an interactive cognitive and acoustic enrichment toy for elephants that lets
them use different tactile buttons with their trunk to play audio. Regardless,
systems designed for non-primate animals tend to focus on food or foraging
behaviours, such as enhancing a mechanical rhino puzzle feeding ball with
a Bluetooth remote controllable via an app [40] or using remote-controlled
rover to evoke hunting behaviour in lions [33].

Besides enrichment goals, technology has also been used in zoos for ed-
ucational purposes and monitoring the health of the animals. For health
monitoring, current technology offers many non-invasive ways to observe be-
haviours and detect physiological changes in the animals [77]. These include
thermal tracking [12] and supporting the monitoring performed by staff with
the use of a dedicated application [10]. Nonetheless, as Whitham et al. [77]
mentions, these methods could be utilized more broadly than they currently
are in zoo contexts.

Educating the visitors about animals and conservation is one of the pri-
mary goals of zoos [3]. When it comes to technology usage at the zoo for edu-
cational purposes, recent guidelines recommend employing new technologies
to facilitate learning and increase engagement [69]. Many existing solutions
that take advantage of computer technology focus upon providing informa-
tion for the visitors without directly including the animals themselves [9].
The Zoo of Melbourne for example employs several such technologies, such
as the Zoopermarket, an interactive installation aiming to educate the visitors
of the effect of palm oil production on wildlife, and Digital Signs, interactive
screens providing information about the animals [72].

Auditory enrichment

The impact and potential benefits of auditory enrichment have been studied
in different settings with captive animals [73]. Results of the effectiveness
of this type of enrichment with primates are variable. Rain forest sounds
for example have caused increased agitated behaviours in zoo-housed gorillas
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in one study [53], but reduced stereotypic (negative) behaviours in another
experiment, in which classical and rock music on the other hand increased
them [61]. Likewise, a study on gibbons suggests music might not be a useful
form of enrichment for them, since the presence of music had either no effect
on their behaviour or for some individuals increased stress behaviours [70].
Equally, a study with orangutans found they did not prefer music over silence
nor discriminated between music and scrambled music [60]. Elsewhere, chim-
panzees on the other hand were found to prefer African and Indian music
over silence [52].

With smaller monkeys, their auditory or musical preferences have mostly
been studied in laboratory conditions. Several such studies have investigated
whether the monkeys prefer consonant (i.e. pleasant, harmonious) music
over dissonant (unpleasant) as humans do, with consistent results indicating
that this is not the case [23, 38, 50]. Another study concluded that tamarins
and marmosets in general prefer silence over music, and slow tempos over fast
[51]. However, Snowdon and Teie [65] found that music specifically composed
for tamarins based on their vocalisations affected their behaviour. Despite
this, they remained indifferent to human music.

Yet, most of these studies did not give the animals choice over whether
they want to listen to the audio, instead playing sounds to them and analysing
the effects of the sound on the animals’ behaviour [53, 61, 65, 70] or forc-
ing an animal in laboratory into choosing between two audio conditions
[23, 38, 50, 51]. Thus these studies do not allow the animals to consent to
being participants or choice over their interactions or listening behaviours.
This conflicts with the ethical principles from ACI literature [47] to ensure
animal welfare and autonomy by having continuous consent of the animal
participants during the experiment.

Some researchers however have aimed to allow choice, although some-
times in limited forms. Mingle et al. [52] had a point-like audio source
(single speaker) and used the proximity to the audio source as an indica-
tor of preference, meaning the chimpanzees had the opportunity to retreat
further away if they wanted to. Ritvo and MacDonald [60] had voluntary
participation of the orangutan subjects and were the only ones to provide
them with explicit control over whether to listen to the music or silence via
a touch screen.

Despite these different methods and evaluation criteria, most of these re-
sults indicate that human music is not preferred by primates. The calming
effect of affiliation-based music composed specifically for tamarins [65] how-
ever suggests that the right kind of auditory stimuli could have potential to
be a useful form of enrichment. Thus, a question is left open towards how we
can design auditory interfaces for monkeys that allow autonomy and consent
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while equally investigating what kind of audio they would choose to listen
to. In this vein, our third research question is whether the white-faced sakis
have different preferences for silence and different audios.

Animal-centred design

Designing systems for and with animals in an animal-centred way is a main
concern and goal of ACI [46]. However, what this animal-centredness truly
means and how to achieve it are complex, and often unanswered questions in
ACI. Yet, within ACI literature there have been many implicit perspectives
as well as explicit discussions focused on these challenges.

On a theoretical level, there are various works discussing what constitutes
an animal-centred process and how to approach the related challenges. Ritvo
and Allison [59] consider the importance of ensuring that the animals using
technologies benefit from the interactions, and further how to successfully
evaluate ”liking” in case of non-verbal animal users. They present three ap-
proaches and associated caveats to assess preference drawn from psychology
literature: behavioural observation, forced choice between options, and par-
ticipant controlled procedures where the subject has control over duration
or type of stimulus. Building from this, Mancini [47] argues for an animal-
centred ethical framework and the importance of mediated consent from the
humans who are responsible and closely involved with the animals. She also
advocates ensuring that the animal participant themselves can choose not to
participate should they wish so, thus providing them with a form of consent
in participation.

In more practical settings, several studies have experimented with and
suggest that physical prototyping is an invaluable tool when designing with
animals for animal-centredness. Robinson et al. [63] emphasise the impor-
tance of prototyping with behavioural observation when striving for user-
centred design with working dogs. Furthermore, they advocate understand-
ing not only the defining characteristics of the species and breed, but also
the individual qualities and patterns of the animals involved. Also designing
with dogs, Westerlaken and Gualeni [75] have explored the notion of becoming
with the animals and including them to the design process as active partic-
ipants through mutual play and iterative prototyping. Kaygan and Yargın
[34] tap into insights gained from organising a course on interaction design
with dogs and cats, and report that students found iterative prototyping and
observing the animals with experts and owners helpful and important, due
to working with an unfamiliar and nonverbal user. From a slightly different
perspective, Paci et al. [54] suggest an animal-centred framework for design-
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ing for wearability. They point out that especially when working with (wild)
animals that are likely to experience stress due to participating in testing or
prototyping, it is important to optimise the time when the animal users are
direct participants in the process. Hence, the framework they suggest aims
to capture as much knowledge as possible to aid in animal-centred design
without directly involving the animals.

However, there have also been calls to tap on insights and tools ani-
mal welfare science could provide for interpreting animal perspectives and
experiences [20, 58]. These include for instance considerations on how the
environment or social dynamics can affect how the animals approach novel
objects or situations [58]. Grillaert and Camenzind [20] point out a conflict
with the theoretical aspirations of ACI to have a non-speciesist approach and
the current performed practices. Furthermore, they suggest gathering more
data on the effects of technology use on animals beyond limited short-term
experiments as well as usage of standard animal welfare science measures of
welfare such as behavioural time budgets.

The gap between the animal-centred idea and practical application can
be seen in experimental case studies in the zoo context. Often, an animal-
centred process is mentioned, but what exactly has been done to ensure this is
not always clear. For instance, Gray et al. [19] mention they used embedded
sensors to gather data of the usage of their Gorilla Game Lab enrichment
system and use this to ”infer meaning from how they quantitatively use the
system” and create a more animal-centred process. However, at least within
the current paper they did not yet seem to utilise the gathered data beyond
confirming information gathered by observing the use. Likewise, Pons et al.
[57] state they had an animal-centred design process in which the ”reactions
and demonstrated preferences of the orangutans when using the system will
inform the design”. Yet, the paper does not extend to experiences from
actually deploying the system or prototyping with the orangutans.

To build on these experiences, one of the aims of this thesis is to explore
how small zoo-housed primates can be included in a design process (research
question 2).

Requirements gathering in ACI

Common issue with computer systems made for animals has been that they
have often been designed from the human point of view and using technologies
adapted from human use [42]. A prime example of this practice is how often
animal technologies are based on visual interfaces. While this may often
be optimal for human users, many animals rely less on visual information
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and instead have other more sensitive primary senses such as smell. This
trend has been observed also within zoos [9]. Additionally, as technologies
are designed to withstand human and not animal interactions they are often
not ideally intended for animals to use. This can cause problems like broken
equipment and interfaces that are difficult for the animals to use [9].

Work within ACI aims to alleviate this problem by designing more from
the animals’ point of view, much like the user-centered approach of HCI
[46]. In HCI, a central activity of this process is forming user requirements
for the system. This means understanding the context and the user and
their goals and needs and transforming this understanding to corresponding
requirements [4]. These requirements are typically not obvious or easily
discoverable, but are important for systems to be successful. Missing critical
requirements may for instance result in a system that does not do what the
users need or is too difficult to use.

With animals, gathering requirements can be a complex problem, as
animals can not explicitly verbally communicate their requirements. The
animal-centred approaches used in ACI are often based on existing require-
ments elicitation methods [82, 83], and include considering the species-specific
features, behaviours and natural ways of interacting with objects [31, 63], as
well as observing the animals for which the system is designed and the con-
text in which the technology would be used [63]. Furthermore, the carers,
owners or trainers of the animal or animal behaviour and welfare specialists
can be consulted for additional insight on the particular animals [62, 63].
In some cases also a more participatory design approach has been taken by
prototyping with the animal(s) to uncover their preferences for interfaces,
materials or interaction methods [62, 63, 75]. However, examples of partici-
patory approaches are still less frequent compared to other methods and are
often more theoretical in nature [49].

In addition to traditional requirements gathering methods adapted from
HCI, some more novel approaches have been developed. The core aim of
these is to include the animal in the design process. One example is Aspling
et al.’s [2] analysis of social media posts by dog owners from the dogs’ point
of view to find inspiration for quantified dog applications. Their proposed
method is based on the concept of kinesthetic empathy, i.e. understanding of
the animal’s bodily reactions in different contexts. Using this method, they
identify key facets of dogs’ ”lifeworlds”.

In zoo contexts, requirements for animal technologies have been gath-
ered mostly from people working with the animals (zookeepers and welfare
specialists) as well as observing the animals. Table 2.1 lists requirements
gathering methods used in ACI studies in zoos - this list includes novel ACI
technologies for zoo animals from the last decade. Touch screen based devices
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Keepers Expert Visitors Observation Prototyping
Previous

technologies
Previous

enrichment

Dong et al. 2017 [12] (giraffe) x x

Pons et al. 2016
[57] (orangutan)

x ? x

Webber et al. 2017 [71]
(orangutan)

x x x ? x

Gray et al. 2018
[19] (gorilla)

x x x

French et al. 2018
[18] (elephant)

x x x x

Scheele 2018
[64] (orangutan)

x x x x

Table 2.1: Requirements gathering methods used in previous ACI work at
zoos. Instances where a method is mentioned but there is no explanation
how it was done in practice are marked with a question mark (?).

were excluded from this list as their use with primates mainly originates from
the cognitive testing tradition. Systems included in the list include the Go-
rilla Game Lab [19] and projector installation by Webber et al. [71] for
orangutans, which were built primarily based on observations and collabo-
ration with the zookeepers and staff, including workshops and interviews.
Webber et al. [71] additionally collected visitor feedback when the system
was in use, but visitors were not included in the initial requirements for-
mation process. Scheele [64] based their projector installation on interviews
with zookeepers and experts, as well as knowledge from existing enrichment
methods, other related works, and feedback from the testing sessions. The
elephant toy design process of French et al. [16–18] included additionally
prototyping with the animals to find out how they reacted to different in-
teraction and feedback mechanisms. Pons et al. [57] used ”prototyping”
in addition to collaboration with the zookeepers by making design decisions
based on observations from previous enrichment experiences. The only non-
enrichment technology of the list, a giraffe tracking system by Dong et al.
[12] was based on the needs of zoo welfare experts and utilised experience
from previous work in tracking giraffes. Thus, requirement gathering for
zoo-animals is often based on collaboration with a selected group of people
with researchers choosing different combinations. Furthermore, all these ap-
proaches tend to ignore the visitors’ perspective while determining the initial
requirements, leaving the needs of a significant stakeholder group unknown.

Looking at these findings, the main approaches seem to be to design
technologies from a single perspective, either solely for the animal or the
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visitors. The educational systems rarely directly involve the animals, except
when the technology allows observing the animal via video as is the case with
Zoo of Melbourne’s Volunteer iPads [72]. Similarly, systems designed for
animal enrichment are most of the time really designed only for the animals,
often even placed out of sight of the visitors. In some cases enrichment
devices have been located so that observing the animal using the system
can be seen [56, 71]. These studies also looked into the visitors experience
with the technology; the projector installation of Webber et al. [71] was
intentionally placed in the enclosure so that it was readily visible for the
visitors to study how observing the orangutans’ use of technology affects
the visitors’ empathy towards the animals, and Perdue et al. [56] surveyed
visitor attitudes towards technology use at the zoo and how a touchscreen
for orangutans affected those attitudes and the time spent by the enclosure.
Regardless, most ACI works in the zoo have not explicitly considered the
visitors point of view when designing systems that are used by the animals.

Giving little consideration to the visitors’ experience seems counterpro-
ductive to the central aim of educating people and influencing their attitudes
toward animals and their environment. Even though positive visitor attitudes
toward animals using technology at the zoo have been recorded [56], not all
technology usage at the zoo is perceived positively [9, 72]. Visitors rejecting
or being distracted by technologies can detract from the visitor experience
and connection with the animal. Also noteworthy is that visitor expectations
and needs do not always align with the ones of the zoo as an institution and
of the staff working there [72]. However, little research has been conducted
on how these potential differences play out when it comes to zoo technology
and how they should affect the design process when creating systems for the
zoo, especially when the primary user is the animal - hence our first research
question concerning the differences in requirements of zoo staff and visitors.

One of the main benefits of including the visitors as the users of ACI
systems in the zoo is that technology usage has potential to help foster en-
gagement and empathy for the animals [71]. This is especially true of tech-
nologies facilitating human-animal interactions, which could both provide
the animals with enrichment and additional control over their environment
[9, 36], as well as enable better educational and more influential experiences
for the visitors [9]. In particular, deeper human-animal connections have
the ability to evoke empathy for the animals, which contributes to shaping
attitudes and interests toward animal welfare and conservation [71].

However, in addition to the potential benefits of more extensive utiliza-
tion of computer technology and despite positive attitudes toward technology
usage among zoo staff [9], there are also several challenges in adopting these
technologies for zoo contexts. These challenges often include the devices used
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not being properly designed for animal use, difficulties setting up or main-
taining the technology, lack of technical skills within the zoo, high cost of the
technology, and zoo staff not having enough time [9]. A more comprehensive
approach to requirements gathering could hold potential to help mitigate
some of the challenges such as the suitability and usability of new systems.
Thus, explicitly considering the perspectives of all the stakeholders - the an-
imals, the zoo staff, as well as the visitors, could be expected to help design
technologies that not only enrich the life of the animals but also enhance the
visitors’ experience and help the zoo in fulfilling its educational and animal
welfare goals.



Chapter 3

Part 1: Requirements

As narrated within the literature review, requirements gathering for systems
that involve animal stakeholders is particularly challenging. Since animals
have very different physical and cognitive abilities and understanding of the
world, knowing how they experience interactions with technologies is diffi-
cult. Since they cannot verbally explain themselves, indirect ways to infer
preferences and effects need to be found. Further complicating things, there
are typically also human stakeholders who may serve as mediators between
the animals and designers, but whose own requirements, needs and expecta-
tions may be very different in their perspective and challenging to untangle
from the animals’. Additionally, in the zoo context there are often multi-
ple human stakeholder groups involved with conflicting requirements for the
technology.

To look further into how requirements are formed for zoo-housed animals,
this chapter describes a study to map out the requirements for an enrich-
ment system for zoo-housed white-faced saki monkeys living in Korkeasaari
Zoo. The Zoo was founded in 1889 and houses about 150 different animal
species, with about 500,000 annual visitors [85]. We chose the white-faced
saki (hereon referred to as saki) monkey as the animal to work with because
it is a popular species, meaning our results are applicable in many zoos. With
this species it was also possible and relatively easy to put technology in the
enclosure in a later stage, since the sakis are quite small and thus not so
capable of destroying artefacts compared to larger animals.

The requirements are gathered from two main stakeholder groups: the
zookeepers responsible for taking care of the sakis, as well as zoo visitors.
First, the method and results of the study are described. Finally, the last
section of the chapter presents the final set of requirements that were used
as a basis for designing the enrichment system.

19
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3.1 Method

To further investigate how the zookeepers’ and visitors’ requirements for zoo
technology would look like and in what ways they might differ, we designed a
questionnaire. The questionnaire was built around the key themes identified
from related literature in animal technology and relevant to the goals of zoos,
such as animal enrichment, health, and educating visitors.

We used the questionnaire as method because it allowed us to easily
distribute it to a large group of keepers and visitors, while getting both
comparable quantitative data as well as qualitative data in form of open
questions. Additionally, as visitors were often busy at the zoo, and zoo staff
busy at work, this method also fit the confounds of our participants. Thus,
our method allowed us to capture the most amount of data as unobtrusively
as possible from a large range of sources. Regarding the method itself, us-
ing questionnaires to gather requirements is a conventional HCI method for
collecting responses from a large number of participants.

Figure 3.1: White faced-sakis in the Korkeasaari Zoo [66].

In the questionnaire instructions the participants were asked to consider
the sakis (see Figure 3.1) living in the Korkeasaari Zoo. A case study of one
animal provided a suitable approach to focus on the differences and trends
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of the different human stakeholders, as the animal for which the technology
is developed can also affect what kind of requirements people would have
for it. In this light, and to situate our questionnaire, we asked people to
answer based on the scenario that some kind of computer technology would
be developed for these particular monkeys.

The questionnaire

The questionnaire included a total of 22 questions: 5 questions about demo-
graphics and visitor experience, 7 Likert scale questions four of which had an
additional optional open question for elaborating, 3 selection questions and 3
open-ended questions. The complete questionnaire can be found in appendix
A.

As demographic information the participants were asked their gender and
age range (Q1, Q2). This was done to find out potential differences between
the views of different demographic groups. For instance, a large proportion
of zoo visitors are children who might have different interests than adults.

To record the visitors’ previous experience and to see if this impacted
the results visitors were also asked how often they visit the zoo (Q3). We
also asked if they had visited the white faced-saki (Q4) or attended the daily
guided tour in the Amazonia house (Q5). These questions allowed us to assess
how familiar the visitors were with the sakis and how well their answers were
grounded in the real-world experience of observing the sakis. In the same
vein, zookeepers were asked whether they had worked with the white-faced
sakis and if so, for how long.

There were five five-point Likert scale questions (ranging from ”Very im-
portant” to ”Not important at all”) assessing how important people found
different use cases (Q6 health monitoring, Q7 enrichment, Q11 learning some-
thing from the animals’ use of the technology). These use cases reflect the
goals of the zoo - animal welfare and visitor education, and we wanted to
investigate how visitor attitudes coincide with them when it comes to tech-
nology use. Participants were also asked how important they find that they
can see the animal using the technology (Q9). This question could reveal
a potential point of conflict, given that within ACI and zoos in general the
animal welfare is number one priority, as Gray et al. [19] state: ”digital en-
richment ventures must take an ‘animal-first approach’, prioritizing welfare
and never visitor entertainment”. For visitors on the other hand the desire
to see the animals and how they interact with things could overshadow con-
cerns of whether that would be best for the animal. Finally, there was a
question about how important the participants find that the animal can use
the technology without training from humans (Q12). The question of train-
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ing and whether one should aim for interfaces that do not require training
but are intuitive to use for the animals has been a point of discussion in ACI
with dogs [29] as well as when designing enrichment [17], thus we wanted to
investigate what are the perspectives of the human stakeholders here.

Additionally, two five-point Likert scale (”Positive” to ”Negative”) ques-
tions were asked about how people feel about familiar (Q14) and artificial
(Q15) looking technology at the zoo. With these questions we aimed gauge
how naturalism plays into perceptions of technology usage at the zoo, build-
ing on the work Carter et al. [8] concerning potential conflicts between
naturalism and technology at the zoo. Two selection questions were asked
about placement (Q16) and movability (Q17) of the technology to see how
participants would imagine the animals’ interaction with the technology on
a high level. Furthermore, previous systems for zoo animals have often been
fixed to the enclosure elements or outside the enclosure, and we wanted to
see how visitor attitudes relate to these kinds of solutions.

We also asked a selection question on whether people would like the tech-
nology to enable interaction with the animal (Q18). Previous work in ACI has
not really proposed solutions enabling human-animal interaction in the zoo.
However, since successful interaction without compromising animal welfare
could benefit everyone by increasing visitor engagement and empathy and
providing animals with enrichment, as discussed previously in our literature
review, we included a question to assess attitudes toward the topic.

Lastly, we included three open questions asking what kind of technology
the respondent would like for the animal (Q20, Q21) and what kind of tech-
nology they thought we should avoid (Q22). Additionally, questions 7, 9,
12, and 18 had open-ended follow-up questions allowing the participants to
elaborate on their response. All these open questions were included to deter-
mine what aspects the participants considered especially important and to
discover additional insights that were not reflected in the other questions.

The questionnaires were distributed in paper form to the visitors next to
the white-faced saki enclosure in the tropical house of Korkeasaari Zoo for
six days over the period of a month during July. These data collection days
were selected targeting the busiest days, i.e. when the weather was nice.
We handed out the questionnaires next to the enclosure to get answers from
people who had already seen the sakis. This gave people an opportunity to
answer while or right after observing the animal, situating the answers in
the experience of observing the sakis. Participants were asked to fill out the
questionnaire on paper, they had an opportunity to ask questions if needed
at any time, and no incentives were offered. Many people declined due to lack
of interest, time or having small children to watch over. The participants did
not tend to ask questions about the questionnaire, but some asked about the
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project or were interested to talk about the topic in general. For zookeepers
the questionnaires were distributed through the curator at the zoo with our
contact details provided as well as an information sheet for any potential
questions and further context. However, the zookeepers we already familiar
with our project due to the ongoing collaboration.

Data-analysis

Analysis of the questionnaire results were conducted by calculating mean
(M), median and standard deviation (SD) for scaled questions. Two-tailed
Mann-Whitney U test was used to find out if there was a difference between
the visitor and keeper responses. This test was chosen due to the small
sample size of keepers (N=4) and as the data distribution was not normal
but skewed. Effect size for the result was calculated using rank-biserial cor-
relation. Missing answers and for scaled questions ”I don’t know”-answers
were excluded from the analysis, since they do not fit to the ”important-not
important”/”positive-negative” scales and including them with an artificial
numerical value would have biased the results.

The answers to the open-ended questions were analysed through a coding
schema. This was first done by reading through all of the ideas and labelling
concepts and themes that emerged from the answers. Since the fidelity of
suggestions in the answers ranged from very general (”something that respects
the animal, on the animals’ terms”, P31) to very specific suggestions (”snake
game”, P33), the initial encoding was to high level categories that appeared
in the answers. More specific suggestions were grouped to a fitting higher-
level category. For more specific suggestions that recurred multiple times,
more refined categories were added, such as video & camera separate from
other human technology and subcategories for enrichment.

The final themes identified from the answers can be found in Tables 3.1
and 3.2 with explanations of what kind of responses fell under each theme.
In the suggested themes (Table 3.1), Enrichment was further broken down to
puzzles & games, food, environment, and choice & control according to what
was explicitly mentioned in the responses. The theme video & camera was
mentioned multiple times, hence it was made a category of its own separate
from human technology that covered all other existing human technologies
suggested for the animals.

In the themes identified from the ”what things should be avoided” ques-
tion (Table 3.2), adverse consequences cover sub-themes of stress, frustration,
addiction, and breakable. Furthermore, the theme physically affects the ani-
mal covers mentions of things like implants, microchips, attached devices or
things generally handled by the animals.
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Suggested themes Explanation

1. Health Suggestions related to improving or monitoring the health
of the animals.

2. Enrichment Suggestions that would be classified as some form of en-
richment.

2.1 Puzzle & game Subcategory of enrichment: suggestions for implementing
games, puzzles or some type of cognitive enrichment.

2.2 Food Subcategory of enrichment: Suggestions for food related
enrichment.

2.3 Environment Subcategory of enrichment: Suggestions for environmen-
tal enrichment, i.e. technologies that somehow change the
environment of the sakis.

2.4 Choice
& control

Subcategory of enrichment: Suggestions for enrichment
by providing some form of control over their environment
or life.

3. Video & camera Suggestions for any camera or video systems that would
enable people to see in the enclosure or video from the
animals’ point of view.

4. Human
technology

Suggestions including any other human technology than
cameras or video, such as tablets, screens or keyboards.

5. ”Something
good”

Suggestions that were vague, ”just anything that’s good
for the animal”.

6. Interaction
with people

Suggestions that mentioned technology that would enable
interaction with the animals.

7. Learn
about animal

Suggestions for technologies that would enable learning
something about the animal; any responses where interest
in the animal’s behaviour or reactions were mentioned as
a motivation for the suggested technology.

Table 3.1: Themes identified from the open questions as suggestions or ideas
for beneficial technology.
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Avoid themes Explanation

1. Unnatural Technologies that are unnatural for the animals to use or
encourage unnatural behaviour.

2. Human
entertainment

Technologies that are made for or prioritise human enter-
tainment.

3. Physically
affects the animal

Technologies that are attached to or handled by the ani-
mal, such as implants, microchips, or attached devices.

4. Adverse
consequences

Anything that can be regarded as an adverse consequence
for the animal.

4.1 Stress Subcategory for adverse consequences: Technologies that
cause stress for the animals.

4.2 Frustration Subcategory for adverse consequences: Technologies that
are frustrating for the animal.

4.3 Addiction Subcategory for adverse consequences: Technologies that
are addictive for the animal.

4.4 Breakable Technologies that can break when handled or used by the
animal.

5. Too easy Technologies that are too easy for the animals.

6. All technology Responses that suggest all technology should be avoided.

7. Can’t be
monitored

Technologies that do not allow monitoring the animals
using it.

Table 3.2: Themes identified from the open questions as things that should
be avoided when developing technologies for zoo animals.
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After identifying these emergent themes, answers fitting each theme were
counted for both questions. Every answer was counted to all relevant cat-
egories, i.e. suggestion for video material because ”you can see and learn
about the everyday life of the animal” (P45) would be counted to video /
camera as well as learn about animal.

3.2 Results

In this section we present the results of the questionnaire. The results are
presented in two parts. The first subsection covers the scaled and selection
questions which correspond to the purpose and features of the technology.
Next are presented the results of the open-ended questions that asked for
free-form suggestions for potential technologies and technologies or aspects
that should be avoided, as well as justification for them.

As general observations, most people were quick to answer the question-
naire and left all or most of the open questions unanswered, possibly indi-
cating limited interest. Some of these participants were with children which
limited their time and attention, others just otherwise eager to get on with
their visit. Participants also often liked to fill out one questionnaire together,
especially if they were with children. Some adults filled in the questionnaire
for the children, but some children also filled it in themselves. This way the
results reflect a multitude of perspectives and not only adult voices but also
the primary visitor to the zoo; children.

There were in total 52 visitors who filled in the questionnaires, and 4
zookeepers who all were at the time directly working with the sakis since 4
months to 3 years. All of the keepers were female adults (aged 20-65). As for
the visitors, 27 (52%) were male, 22 (42%) female, and three questionnaires
were filled out by a group consisting of both genders. Most of the participants
were adults aged 20-65 (42 i.e. 79%), with two responses by children under
13 years, one by someone over 65 years old, and six responses from teenagers
(13-19 yo). Additionally, there was one group that included both children
and adults. For two participants the visit was their first to this zoo – mostly
participants reported visiting once a year (17 i.e. 33%) or more rarely (26 i.e.
50%). Four participants responded they visit about once every six months,
and one once in three months. Nine of the participants (17%) responded
that they had not visited the sakis while at the zoo, while 33 (63%) had
seen the sakis. Additionally, 10 participants (19%) were uncertain if they
had visited the sakis and selected “I don’t know”. Only two participants had
participated on the free mini guided tour organised by the zoo once a day.
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Purpose and features of technology

The results indicate that when it comes to the different purposes and func-
tional aspects of technology for the sakis, the views of keepers and visitors
were well aligned. Across the five scaled questions, keeper responses had less
variation and they considered all the aspects slightly more important than
the visitors, as can be seen in Fig. 3.2 and Table 3.3. The animal-centred
uses of supporting health monitoring and enrichment were considered the
most important aspects by both (zoo staff and visitor) groups and also had
least variation within the results. The human point of views of seeing the
sakis using the technology and learning something by watching them use it
were regarded as least important, while the ”no training” requirement fell in
between. There were no statistically significant differences between the two
groups for any of these questions (see Table 3.4).

Figure 3.2: Importance of aspects of technology for white-faced sakis; black
lines are medians, green dashed means
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Question M (v) SD (v) M (k) SD (k)

Health monitoring 4.48 0.60 4.75 0.43

Enrichment 4.59 0.63 5.00 0

Seeing animal use technology 3.31 1.03 3.67 0.47

Learn about the animal 3.63 1.03 4.25 0.43

No training required 3.98 0.96 4.25 0.83

Familiar looking 2.89 0.87 3.75 0.83

Artificial looking 2.53 0.96 3.75 0.83

Table 3.3: Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for scaled questions for
visitors (v) and keepers (k). Scale 1-5, 1 being ”Not important all”/”Very
negative”, and 5 being ”Very important”/”Very positive”.

Question Median (visitor) Median (staff) U p r

Health monitoring 5.0 5.0 80.5 .20 .23

Enrichment 5.0 5.0 66.0 .08 .35

Seeing animal use technology 3.0 4.0 56.0 .24 .24

Learn about the animal 4.0 4.0 66.0 .11 .35

No training required 4.0 4.5 83.5 .30 .15

Familiar looking 3.0 3.5 57.5 .06 .44

Artificial looking 3.0 3.5 37.0 .014* .64

Table 3.4: Statistical test results for the scaled questions and their p-values.
Effect size r given as rank-biserial correlation * p <.05

The two scaled (”very positive” to ”very negative”) questions regarding
the look of technology for the sakis had clearer difference between keepers
and visitors (Fig. 3.3 and Table 3.3). The question about artificial looks
was the only one where there was a significant difference (p=0.014), with
visitors having a more negative attitude than keepers (Table 3.4). For both
questions, the keepers reported more positive attitudes ranging from ”neu-
tral” to ”very positive”. Visitors on the other hand had views covering the
whole spectrum; many of which fell within ”negative” and ”very negative”
(27.5% of all answers for familiar looking and 49% for artificial looking falling
to these categories). Furthermore, visitors seemed to view general artificial
looks more negatively than familiar looks, while keepers had similar views for
both. See Figure 3.3 for visual comparison and Table 3.3 for specific values.
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Figure 3.3: Attitudes towards artificial and familiar-looking technology for
white-faced sakis; black lines are medians, green dashed means.

The questions about the placement and movability of a potential device
had only a slight difference between the results from the visitors and keepers
(see fig. 3.4). The placement (inside or outside of the enclosure) didn’t
converge to any definite option but attracted all kind of responses from the
visitors with ”doesn’t matter” being the most common one accounting for
35.6% of the responses. Most keepers did not have strong opinions, with two
out of four stating that it depends on the type and use of the technology and
the practical aspects with a third one picking ”doesn’t matter”, while only
one selected ”inside” the enclosure. Movability on the other hand divided the
opinions of keepers more, yielding four different responses. Among visitors
the most popular option was that the device should be movable by the animal.

Out of the three selection questions certainly the most divisive was the
question whether the participant would like the technology to enable inter-
action with the animal (see fig. 3.4). Three out of the four keepers selected
”doesn’t matter” and one ”don’t know”, and concerns were expressed about
how to implement interaction with visitor so that it wouldn’t compromise an-
imal welfare. One keeper marked that there should be interaction ”not with
the visitors, but preferably with each other” (Keeper 2), though she did not
elaborate or provide any justification for this point of view. Slightly over half
(52%) of the visitors on the other hand would like to see interaction-enabling
technology with 23% stating the opposing view. The open-ended follow-up
for the interaction question got 16 answers, two of which were from people
who had selected the option ”no”; these answers expressed that technology
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Figure 3.4: Frequencies of answers for placement and movability of the tech-
nology and whether the participant would like the technology to enable them
to interact with the sakis.

should enable a more natural life for the sakis and interacting with people
was not very natural. As one of the participants explained their ”no” selec-
tion: ”Primarily I hope that technology would enable a life that’s as natural
as possible for the animals” (P2). Rest of the answers accompanied ”yes”
selections, and reflected sentiments like, ”It would be nice to know what it
feels like to be an animal, how the animal feels” (P16) and ”It would be fas-
cinating if it allowed the animal to communicate its desires more clearly in
a way that people can understand” (P30). Additionally, there were concerns
that any interaction should happen ”on the animal’s terms/according to its
skills” (P47). Only two responses (12.5%) stated that it would be nice to
have interactive technology that could be used to lure the animals to sight,
implying motivation for human benefit (seeing the animal).

Suggested technologies and things to avoid

When it comes to the open-ended questions, seven main themes arose from
the responses for both suggestions and things to avoid. Number of sugges-
tions for technologies can be seen in Figure 3.5. Themes most often men-
tioned by visitors were technologies supporting animal enrichment or ones
that would enable learning something about the animal. Also mentioned
more than twice were health related technologies, games or puzzles (a sub-
category of enrichment), video or camera systems enabling seeing the animal
or its point of view, and different human technologies like tablets or screens
for the animals’ use. Keeper responses on the other hand were very much
focused around health and enrichment technologies. Within enrichment, spe-
cific suggestions included especially puzzles and food related systems.
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Figure 3.5: Themes from suggested ideas and number of suggestions in each
theme

On the question of what should be avoided when designing technology
for the sakis, most common generic response from the visitors was something
along the lines of ”anything harmful for the animal” (P4). Only stress as a
specific adverse effect was mentioned by the visitors. Additionally, more than
four people suggested to avoid ”unnatural” things, like one 10 year old girl
who said we should avoid ”technology that would make them human, so that
they don’t play Clash Royale all day” (P13). Other recurring suggestions
were anything designed (primarily) for human entertainment, and devices
that would physically affect the sakis such as implants or microchips. Some-
one even suggested that ”anything handled by the animals” (P44) should be
avoided. Furthermore, one participant was very determined technology for
the animals is unnecessary, stating: ”You don’t have to force technology ev-
erywhere. Just let the monkeys be. Goddammit.” (P23). Keepers were again
more unanimous and specific in their responses; all four stated some kind of
potential negative effects, most prominently that the potential device should
be durable and not easily breakable by falling or the sakis chewing on it, as
well as that too easy or frustrating systems should be avoided. Other un-
favourable things mentioned by the keepers were stress, addiction, and not
being able to closely monitor the use of the technology.
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Figure 3.6: Themes from suggestions on what to avoid and number of men-
tions of each theme
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3.3 Requirements

Based on these results, requirements for the technology were formed and can
be found in Table 3.5. The requirements are based on the scaled, selection
and open questions and are grouped to common requirements shared by both
visitors and keepers, visitor requirements, and keeper requirements.

Primary requirements within each category are ones that were selected
or suggested by half or more of the participants in that group. For the
scaled questions this meant the number of non-neutral suggestions, i.e. either
”positive” and ”very positive” or ”negative” and ”very negative”.

Common requirements

Primary

CR1. Enrichment

CR2. Health

CR3. No negative effects

CR4. No training required

Secondary

CR5. Can see the animal using

Visitor Keeper

Primary Primary

VR1. Learn something about the animal KR1. Not easily breakable

VR2. Human-animal interaction KR2. Not too frustrating

Secondary KR3. Not too easy

VR3. Not artificial looking Secondary

VR4. Movable by the animal KR4. Not addictive

KR5. Needs to be monitored

Table 3.5: Requirements identified from the results grouped to common,
visitor and keeper requirements. Ordering within group roughly indicates
descending priority.
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3.4 Summary

In this chapter we have suggested a way to use a questionnaire to gather
requirements for zoo animal technology from different human stakeholder
groups. Using this questionnaire, we collected requirements from the keepers
of the sakis as well as the zoo visitors for a computer system for white-faced
sakis. The results indicate that when it comes to animal welfare, both groups
agree in their perspective that ensuring the well-being of the animals is the
first priority. Besides this, these two groups have also their own additional
requirements that reflect their position within the zoo. Having identified the
requirements of these stakeholders, in the next chapter they are used as a
basis for designing an interactive enrichment system for the sakis.



Chapter 4

Part 2: Auditory enrichment sys-
tem

After defining the initial requirements, the design of the technology was
started. The formed requirements presented in the previous chapter (Table
3.5) were used as an initial basis for generating ideas for different interactive
enrichment systems. After sketching and iterating over several designs as a
group, an auditory enrichment device was selected as the final concept. From
this concept, two designs were formed to test with the white-faced sakis to see
how they interacted with the device. Informed by the sakis interactions with
the prototypes we then further developed one of them into a fully functional
prototype. This prototype was then tested with the sakis over a period of
two months with various sounds.

This chapter describes the design process, starting with ideation and fol-
lowed by prototyping the form and technical implementation. Lastly, it con-
cludes with the study findings on the sakis’ use of the finalised system and an
analysis of their usage over time. These results indicate that while the sakis
were indifferent to most sounds, they may prefer some sounds over silence.

4.1 Developing the enrichment system

The design was started with a workshop to come up with ideas fulfilling the
initial requirements. In addition to the author there were three participants,
who were HCI researchers, with one additionally being an expert in ACI. All
the participants had seen the sakis they were designing for, either in the zoo
itself or in the beginning of the workshop in a video produced by the zoo that
introduces the troop. The requirements introduced in the previous chapter
(Table 3.5) were presented in the beginning of the session via printouts and

35
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were available throughout. Participants were then asked to sketch or write
up ideas for 10 minutes, after which everyone introduced their ideas to the
group, and they were further discussed and fleshed out together. After this,
the same procedure of sketching and discussion was repeated again to discover
further ideas in case the discussion round inspired new perspectives.

This workshop process yielded 11 concepts of varying fidelity. Out of
these, four were selected for further refinement based on their feasibility for
this project and how well they matched the given requirements. The four
ideas, matching requirements, and justification are listed below.

1. Sound shower

• Requirements: CR1, CR4, CR5, KR1, KR2, KR3, KR5, VR1

• Potential challenges: CR3

• As established in the literature review, the right type of audio
could have enrichment benefits for small primates. Main chal-
lenge is to prevent unintentional adverse consequences, especially
exposing all the sakis to the audio whenever one of them wants to
listen to it. I.e. how to create a system that easily allows trigger-
ing sounds but doesn’t force all the sakis to listen too. Specifics
of the sakis hearing were also unknown.

2. Tangible menu

• Requirements: CR1, CR5, KR1, KR2, KR4, KR5, VR1, VR2,
VR3

• Potential challenges: CR3

• Control over their environment and life can improve animal welfare
[9]. The sakis have a varied diet, thus choosing daily food from an
available selection could work as a way to provide more control.
The social effect of this kind of arrangement is unknown - who
gets to pick the food?

3. Fidget toy

• Requirements: CR1, CR4, CR5, KR2, KR5, VR1, VR3

• Potential challenges: CR3, KR1, KR3, KR4

• A hanging toy device with different textures and things to fiddle
with. According to the keepers, the sakis are curious so they might
enjoy it. Potential problem is that they may not be interested, or
access would be restricted by some the sakis so that not everyone
get to play with it.
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4. Colour food puzzle

• Requirements: CR1, CR4, CR5, KR1, KR5, VR1

• Potential challenges: CR3, CR4, KR2, KR3

• The sakis have a good sense of sight and have been taught to iden-
tify colours. An electronic puzzle that would require for example
pressing buttons indicated by colour lights could extend this idea
to enable automatic feeding and function as cognitive enrichment.

These ideas were then brought to the zoo for feedback before proceeding.
The ideas were presented to the zoo staff (research coordinator, the curator
of the tropical house, the main keeper of the sakis, and a biology researcher
who had been working with the sakis) for feedback and to select the most
suitable idea together.

Ultimately the sound shower was picked, due to the current enrichment
for the sakis focusing on food, and using sound for enrichment diverged from
this. Not including food as a reward or motivation also enables a system
that is freely available for the sakis, since access to food cannot be unlimited
to keep the animals in a healthy weight. In total this concept fulfilled six
out of the nine primary requirements and the only central challenge was
to ensure it has no unintended negative consequences (CR3). Out of the
missed requirements, supporting health (CR2) was treated as an alternative
purpose of the technology, and thus ensuring both enrichment and health
benefits was not a requirement. A secondary keeper requirement was that
the technology cannot be addictive - for audio this was not a known issue, so
we assumed addiction to audio system is not likely. The visitor requirements
were the most challenging to fulfill. The only obviously satisfied requirement
was learning something about the animal (VR1), since usage of the system
can produce interesting new information for the visitors as well. The second
primary visitor requirement, enabling human-animal interaction (VR2) was
not included in the prototype within the scope of this study, but in theory
the system could be further developed to include some kind of interaction
between the sakis and the visitors. One example could be playing the same
audio the sakis are hearing for the visitors as well. The secondary visitor
requirements were treated as additional recommendations due to practical
reasons - artificial look of computer systems compared to the animals’ natural
environment can be challenging to avoid and the movability of the system
depends heavily on the type of the application. In addition to meeting most
of the primary requirements, the system proposed could be used to research
what kind of sounds the sakis want to listen to by giving them autonomy
over the system, letting them control if and when to listen.
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After deciding to focus on the sound shower concept we then needed to
form the structure. The main keeper of the sakis was consulted for any
additional suggestions and limitations for the design of the structure, since
she had the most in-depth knowledge of the sakis behaviour and everyday life.
First, she mentioned that they do not like confined spaces so it was suggested
we should use transparent material if possible, and make sure there is enough
space to enter and exit the structure so that the sakis will not feel trapped.
Additionally, the inside flooring should be stable and non-slippery, and the
device overall stationary and stable, i.e. fixed to structures in the enclosure
or heavy enough to stay in place. We were also informed that the sakis will
try to eat and bite everything, so anything put inside the enclosure needed to
be adequately protected to endure their teeth and not have small parts that
could come loose or be destroyed. These formation requirements directed the
choice of materials and physical structures used. Additional requirements for
the structure stemmed from the need to contain or direct sound, and making
sure the structure would allow opportunities to add the required technology
and interaction mechanism.

4.1.1 First prototypes

Based on the above limitations and requirements, two physical, non-functional
prototypes were created to investigate the sakis’ reaction to different forma-
tions. Testing these lower-level prototypes was done to ensure further design
decisions regarding the formation and future interaction mechanisms were
informed by the behaviour and reactions of the sakis. Making changes to the
form and structure of the artefacts based on the sakis’ interactions with them
would also be easier than after committing to specific technological choices.

The two prototypes were called tunnel and dome. The tunnel was inspired
by the idea of having partially enclosed space where the sakis could go in to
listen to sounds but that would prevent the sounds carrying elsewhere. The
dome on the other hand was more along the lines of the initial sound ”shower”
idea of being a directional speaker. This option would not require the sakis
to enter a closed space, but they could listen to the sounds just sitting under
the speaker. Making the speaker directional would again prevent having
the sound audible elsewhere. These two prototypes were chosen to explore
different structures that could enable having a specific area for the sakis
to enjoy audio should they want to, and they were designed to meet the
structural requirements informed by the keepers.

This subsection describes the implementation of these prototypes, obser-
vations from how the sakis used them, and discussion on how these findings
informed the further development and design decisions of the system.
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(a) Tunnel (with protective film still on
the plastic)

(b) Dome

Figure 4.1: The initial non-functional prototypes.

Implementation

1. Tunnel (Fig. 4.1(a)): The tunnel consisted of a plywood floor and sides
at the base, and transparent 2mm acrylic (plexiglass) sheet bent to a slightly
rounded, tunnel-like shape; transparent material was selected to make the
sakis comfortable inside and to allow easier monitoring, and corners were
bent to make for better acoustic properties. Wooden floor was chosen because
wood is a familiar material to the sakis and not slippery; although later it
turned out that the sakis do not mind plastic surfaces since they spent a lot
of time on top of the tunnel.

2. Dome (Fig. 4.1(b)): The dome was a lampshade like dish that could be
hung in the enclosure. It was made of the same plexiglass used for the tunnel
for the same reasons, cut to slices and bent to form a parabolic shape that
could be used to directionally reflect sound to a specific area below. A diam-
eter of about 60cm was chosen to allow directional reflecting of sounds down
to 1100 Hz. The pieces were glued together, and small 3D-printed structural
supports were glued between pieces at the edges to make the structure more
rigid.

Observations

The prototypes were introduced to the sakis’ enclosure and their use of the
prototypes was observed to find out how they interact with them. The ob-
servation was done through video recordings. The white faced saki enclosure
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Tunnel Dome

go through go over under

sit middle on top next to

sit on edge bite bite

look through grab touch

next to food grab

shoo

groom

Table 4.1: Keywords used to describe the prototype use

already had a Google Nest camera in one of the top corners of the space, and
the placement of the device allowed seeing when the animals were interact-
ing with the prototype as can be seen from the Fig. 4.2. The Nest interface
allowed determining zones of interest withing the recorded area and high-
lighted any movement detected withing these areas. A zone encompassing
the prototype and its immediate surroundings was created for both of the
prototypes and every time interval flagged by the system were watched. Any
interactions with the prototype were recorded with the start and end time of
the interaction, number of sakis participating, as well as keywords describing
the interaction. These keywords can be found in Table 4.1. A single inter-
action was labelled with all fitting keywords, so a single longer continuous
interaction during which the saki did different things was counted as one
event described by multiple keywords.

Figure 4.2: Camera view of the tunnel prototype.
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Tunnel
The tunnel was secured on a tree branch about 3 meters up the ground

for 30 days. During this time, a total 1154 interactions within the day hours
(7am to 7pm) were observed, i.e. on average 38.5 interactions per day. The
average length of an interaction was 22.6 seconds and median 3 seconds, while
the longest interaction was 2438 seconds, i.e. 40 minutes and 30 seconds.

During the first few days of observations, the sakis appeared to mostly
pass over or through the tunnel, or sit on the edge or on top. There was a
lot of investigating the artefact by grabbing and biting the sides and screw
heads that held the box together.

Overall interactions with the prototype were quite variable; some days
there were just a few short interactions while on other days one of the sakis
would spend 10 or 15 minutes just sitting or sleeping inside or even longer
times on top. Only 19.8% of the observations were ones where a saki was
inside the tunnel. Most common observation inside the tunnel was a saki just
going through the tunnel (16.90% out of all recorded interactions), followed
by sitting on the edge (6.5%), and finally sitting in the middle of the tunnel
(1.65%). Over the testing period the inside interactions became less frequent
but longer in time. After a few weeks of testing someone would occasionally
even sleep inside the tunnel.

Figure 4.3: Two sakis grooming each other on the tunnel prototype.

There was also some social use; 53 interactions (4.6%) in total had two
sakis interacting with the system at the same time. These kinds of behaviours
included for instance two of them sitting inside the tunnel, or one on top and
another inside. Sometimes a saki that was inside or on top of the tunnel
would leave when another one approached (15 interactions, keyword shoo in
Table4.1), and occasionally the sakis would groom each other around the
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prototype (11 interactions), usually one on top of the tunnel and another
one on a branch next to it but sometimes both on the tunnel (like seen in
Figure 4.3). In a few cases one would bring food and eat on or in the tunnel,
or look closely through the transparent part while sitting inside.

Dome
The dome was located lower down the tree under the tunnel prototype,

hanging freely from a string above a branch where the sakis would occasion-
ally sit (see Fig. 4.4). It was in for 16 days, at same time than the tunnel
with both test periods ending at the same time.

Figure 4.4: Location of the dome and two sakis investigating.

After initial curiosity and investigation, the sakis mostly ignored the dome
- the total number of recorded interactions for the dome was 54 - a daily
average of 3.4 interactions. The average length of an interaction was 13
seconds and median 8 seconds, with the observed maximum duration being
88 seconds. There were some interactions where the sakis actively touched
the dome (18 i.e. 33.3%), but they were almost exclusively during the first
two days (15 out of 18). Most of the recorded events (34 i.e. 63%) were
ones where a saki was only sitting under the dome, and there was no social
use apart from the first five to ten minutes when multiple individuals came
to investigate the new thing. Thus, there were clearly fewer interactions
(3.4 vs 38.5 average daily interactions) and intentional attention (18 vs 93
interactions) towards the dome than for the tunnel.
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Prototyping Conclusions

Overall, the sakis were curious and investigative towards new additions to
their space. As anticipated by the keepers, they were quite physical when
investigating the prototypes, grabbing and biting anywhere they could. Even
both prototypes were initially interesting to the sakis, they started soon
ignoring the hanging dome. The tunnel on the other hand was adopted as an
everyday location to spend time at and thus had a higher level of interaction.
Investigative physical interactions such as biting however decreased after the
initial novelty.

Based on these test periods it was determined that the tunnel was the
more popular of the two among the sakis. It was used more and more versa-
tilely than the dome. There was social use, which was also commented by a
keeper to be desirable, and the sakis were comfortable spending time in and
around the prototype, even resting inside. Furthermore, their investigative
interactions such as grabbing and biting could be potentially utilised when
designing interaction mechanisms. For these reasons, this form was selected
for the next phase. Even though the tunnel prototype was open at the ends,
there were originally plans to add more walls to the ends as well to make the
space a little bit more confined to contain the audio better. However, the
sakis spent a lot of time sitting perched on the edges, often leaning to either
of the side walls, so the structure was left as it was.

4.1.2 Functional prototype

The main technical functionality of the installation was to provide sound
enrichment, which required installing some type of speakers and a mechanism
to control playing the sound. Thus, the question at this point was what kind
of interaction mechanism to use to trigger the sound. Previous studies have
various interaction methods to trigger events. Hirskyj-Douglas and Read
[28] used a proximity trigger to display video on TV for dogs. Zeagler et al.
[84] had dogs to press touch screen buttons with their nose, while Robinson
et al. [62] taught dogs to pull a rope handle with their mouth. However,
both of these methods required training the animals to perform the desired
behaviour on cue and the reward for correctly performed action came from
the humans instead of the system. In contrast, one of our requirements was
that no training is required for the animals to use the system (CR2, see
Table 3.5). Gray et al. [19] on the other hand had developed an interface
for gorillas that required using tools like sticks to successfully interact with
the system. Yet unlike gorillas, sakis do not tend to naturally use tools, so
requiring tool usage was not an optimal solution.
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After considering potential options, a proximity-based approach was cho-
sen. Proximity was chosen, as playing the sound when the presence of an
individual is detected inside the tunnel provides the animals a straightfor-
ward association between the trigger and the sound, without having to ac-
tively learn an interaction mechanism. This additionally enabled using the
time spent inside the tunnel depending on the audio condition as a measure
to indicate preference, without having to worry if the animals have learned
how to control the system or not. Should they be disturbed by the audio
they can leave any time and avoid the tunnel, providing them with a form
of consent to use the system. Furthermore, using an interaction mechanism
that requires training the sakis to use it could have been a confounding factor
when assessing their preference for the audio. Even after training ensuring
the sakis understand the association between the trigger and the system re-
sponse (i.e. sound) can be difficult. Additionally, training usually involves
using some kind of reward, typically food, in which case the sakis could have
kept performing the interaction in hopes of getting food.

In addition to the interaction functionality, for the sake of data collection
and monitoring, the system should be able to log the interactions and have
a way to remotely indicate that the system is still alive. As a practical
requirement dictated by the environment it should be battery-powered, since
pulling cables to the enclosure would have been a safety risk due to the sakis’
tendency to chew on things.

Thus, the complete list of features the implementation should support is:

• Speakers inside the tunnel.

• Detect presence of sakis inside the tunnel.

• Play an audio file as long as the presence is detected.

• Log these interactions.

• Remote (online) indication that the system is running.

• Self-contained, battery powered system.

Technical implementation

Raspberry Pi 3 (Pi) was selected as the hardware for running the system.
Main drawback of using the Pi is that it is significantly more power-hungry
than for instance Arduino, but since the keepers at the zoo agreed to switch
the battery pack daily this was a limitation that could be dealt with.
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For proximity detecting, infrared (IR) distance sensors were used. IR was
chosen because it works with furry animals and can detect both stationary
and moving objects. Passive infrared (PIR) and ultrasound sensors were
considered as an alternative, but PIR, even though it has wider detection
range, detect movement rather than distance (presence) [1] and ultrasound
does not work ideally with soft surfaces [21].

Three sensors (SHARP GP2Y0A41SKOF 4-30cm) were placed at either
end of the tunnel as well as in the middle, the IR beam crossing the tunnel
such that going inside or through would be detected. This detection range
of the sensor was enough to cover the width of the tunnel, and three sensors
along the other axis covered the length, letting us detect the sakis throughout
the tunnel. The three sensors were connected to the Pi through an analogue-
to-digital converter and capacitors were added to the circuit for stabilization
as advised in the sensor data sheet (see Fig 4.5 for a wiring diagram). A
regular small rechargeable speaker connected to the audio (USB-C) port of
the Pi was used for playing the audio whenever the sensors would detect a
saki inside the tunnel. In summary a sound would play whenever an animal
was detected inside the tunnel by any of the three sensors.

Figure 4.5: Wiring chart for the system

The whole system was mounted outside the wooden side of the tunnel, and
holes for the IR sensors and speaker were made to the side. The electronics
were protected with a plywood casing that had a sliding ”door” to enable
easily accessing and changing the battery and speaker. (See Images 4.6(a)
and 4.6(b))
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(a) Electronic components attached to
the tunnel wall.

(b) Plywood casing and sliding door to
access battery and speaker.

Figure 4.6: Electronics attached to the tunnel.

4.2 Experimental study

To investigate how the sakis react to different audio tracks, the finished
interactive system was used to conduct an experimental study. Different
sounds in two different locations were played for the sakis in the tunnel and
their interaction with the system was tracked to find out if the audio or
location affected the amount of interaction with the system. This section
describes this experiment, its method and results.

4.2.1 Method

System setup

The enrichment system was deployed in the regular living space of the sakis
in the Amazonian house of the zoo. Their enclosure consists of two adjacent
spaces that are on display for the visitors, as well as a hidden space within the
staff area which is not visible to the visitors. The sakis can freely move within
and between these spaces. For securing the new enrichment system, a new
branch was added across the larger of the visitor-facing spaces, at the height
of about 3 meters which was close to the highest climbing structures available
for the sakis. The tunnel system was secured to one end of this branch in a
place where the sakis were able to approach it from several directions and go
over, through, and by it easily. (See Fig. 4.7(a)).

After the first week of having the interactive system running it was de-
termined that the location so high up was too impractical for the keepers to
be able to change the battery pack for recharging, and the system as well
as the whole supporting branch was lowered by about 1 meter to be more
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(a) First location. (b) Second location.

Figure 4.7: The two test locations of the enrichment system.

easily reachable (see Fig. 4.7(b)). This second location was used for the rest
of the experiments. The ambient soundscape included vocalisations of other
animals living in the Amazonian house, mainly birds and other small mon-
keys, as well as muffled sounds of the visitors audible through the enclosure
glass wall.

Sounds

In addition to silence, rain sound was tested in both locations and three
additional audio tracks in the second location only, labelled zen, traffic, and
music.

When selecting the audio tracks to be used in the experiment, we mainly
looked at a few basic features of audio: the overall spectrum and temporal
variability. We focused on these simple general features and selected tracks
that differed in terms of them. Since not much is definitely known of the
audio preferences of primates this could provide a starting point for further
research.

The rain sound was selected to be the first test audio, as it was unknown
how the sakis would react to audio in general. Rain was a familiar sound to
them since the rain outdoors would fall directly on the roof of the enclosure
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(a) Rain spectrum (b) Rain signal (0.1 s)

(c) Zen spectrum (d) Zen signal (0.1 s)

(e) Traffic spectrum (f) Traffic signal (0.1 s)

(g) Music spectrum (h) Music signal (0.1 s)

Figure 4.8: The spectrums of the test sounds.
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and in the summer season the sakis have free access to an outdoor area
where they would experience rain. The selected rain track was generic, quite
uniform rain noise with occasional more clear splatters of individual droplets.
As such it did not have much temporal variation and the spectrum was close
to pink noise.

The second audio, zen, was a soothing electronic ambient music with
occasional short wind chime-like and string instrument jingles and melodies.
This was selected as a mild first non-familiar audio, since the sakis had no
previous experience with music. The overall spectrum of this track was more
varied than for the rain sound, but the temporal variation was still mild and
there were no sudden loud sounds.

The traffic audio was sounds of busy motor traffic in India, including all
kinds of honking and roaring engines over the background hum of traffic.
This sound was included because we wanted to experiment with an audio
that was expected to be something the sakis would not ”like”. The keepers
were worried loud or extreme sounds could be stressful for the animals, so the
traffic sound was selected because the background sound is close to noise but
with distinct temporal variation caused by the honking. We hypothesised
the sounds might be aversive due to the keepers’ assumption that the sakis
would not like sudden loud sounds.

The fourth and final audio music was an electronic music track with clear
melody and rhythmic bass beat. Since previous studies have indicated that
primates do not prefer human music, we wanted to include a more traditional
music track to see how our sakis would respond to that. The spectrum of
this track was more even than for the zen sound, but steeper for the low
frequencies than the rain sound. Furthermore, the temporal variation was
prominent and more organised than for the traffic sound.

Data collection

Interactions during the initial prototyping period were manually encoded
from video data as explained in the previous section. The camera view of
both locations can be seen in Figure 4.9. The non-functional prototype was
in use for a month, but only the last 15 days of that period were included in
the data to compare to other conditions. The time before that excluded as an
introductory period to avoid novelty effects caused by curiosity or suspicion
toward a new object.

After adding the interactive technology to the prototype, the system
was run as a python script that continually reads the sensor outputs and
played an audio file whenever the presence of a saki was detected. Detecting
presence was done based on the voltage output of the sensors that would
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Figure 4.9: The two locations as seen through the camera.

change depending on the distance of the closest object. Each sensor was set
a threshold for counting something detected that was high enough to prevent
spontaneous activations but would get reliably triggered by the sakis. The
threshold was initially set based on the output vs. distance graph provided
by the sensor manufacturer. However, this had to be manually adjusted once
the prototype was in its final location, and corrected again when the location
was changed, since the environment affected baseline output of the sensors.
Additionally, the thresholds ended up being different for all the sensors as the
baseline output was not the same across them. Data of the sensor activations
was logged in real time locally as well as to a Google Sheets worksheet. The
times when the system was on were recorded and monitored using additional
online sheet where the system wrote a current timestamp every 5 minutes.

The system was designed to be constantly running during the experiment,
however sometimes the zookeepers forgot or did not have time to change the
battery on time and it would run out of power. There was a cronjob to
automatically launch the script in case of a reboot, but it did not work
reliably when the Pi was powered off incorrectly, so most often the script
had to be restarted manually after power loss, leading to some downtime
during the test periods. Only days when the system was online are reported
as test days, and any days when the system was offline for the whole day are
excluded. The final total test periods per condition can be seen in Table 4.2.

Data analysis

The raw data logged from the sensor readings consisted of a timestamp, and
Boolean flags for the status of each sensor (True marking sensor currently
activated) as well as a flag indicating whether this timestamp marked the
beginning of an interaction. From this raw data, interaction times were con-
structed in the form of start and end timestamps and the duration of the
interaction in seconds. If a new event started withing 3 seconds of the pre-
vious ending, it was considered a continuation of the previous event. This
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Condition Days Total hours

1.1 silent 15 180

1.2 rain 7 54

2.1 silent 7 63

2.2 rain 8 85

2.3 zen 8 91

2.4 traffic 10 99

2.5 music 6 63

Table 4.2: Test times in total days and hours by condition

was done because the positioning of the sensors inside the tunnel proved to
be such that it was possible that a saki was in the tunnel but not constantly
detected. This happened if they stayed in a particular spot between the
sensors. Furthermore, the data was cleaned of false positive sensor read-
ings by dropping events shorter than one second, since any true interactions
involving the sakis were not under a second long.

For the first two days of no-sound condition in the second location the
sensors were behaving unreliably so data for these days was manually checked
and corrected. Otherwise the validity of sensor readings was confirmed by
selecting random interactions and verifying their correctness from the saved
video records.

Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to compare the interaction times
in different conditions. This test was chosen because the data was heavily
skewed, most interactions being just one second long and the number of
interactions decreasing exponentially as a function of the duration of the
interaction. Additionally, the group of sakis under investigation was the
same in all the conditions and thus the samples could not be assumed to be
independent.

The Wilcoxon signed-rank test requires pairwise data, thus the daily in-
teraction durations were summed over 30-minute intervals, and for each con-
dition the final sample consisted of the average duration time of each interval
over the test days. Since the active time for the sakis was 12 hours from 7am
to 7pm, this resulted in a sample size of N=24. The 30-minute interval for
binning the durations was chosen to get a reasonable sample size while not
going for a too short time interval to avoid dependence of the pairs due to the
time. With this set-up, every condition was compared to each other pairwise
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with the H0 being that the distribution of pairwise differences has a mean
of zero. The alternative hypothesis H1 was that the mean of differences is
positive, i.e. the values are greater in favor of one condition of that particular
test.

Additionally, some simple descriptive statistics were looked into as indica-
tors of activity. These included the number of interactions and total duration
of interactions, both normalized by the number of hours of the respective test
periods.

4.2.2 Results

The data revealed inconclusive differences in the interaction times depending
on the location of the device. However, the sound that was played had a
clear effect for one of the sounds, while for the rest revealed no significant
differences compared to each other or the silence.

The one divergent audio was traffic, during which the system was used
significantly more compared to any other condition in the same location.
When comparing traffic to silent, rain and zen, all the results had p <0.01.
For the traffic-music comparison the p-value was an order of magnitude
higher at p=0.013. The effect size was largest compared to silent with 79.1%
of the time intervals having longer average duration for traffic. The smallest
effect size on the other hand was against music, the average durations for
traffic being longer 62.5% of the time. See Table 4.3 for complete results.

Figure 4.10: Interaction durations for individual events per condition.
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A
B 2.1 silent 2.2 rain 2.3 zen 2.4 traffic 2.5 music

2.1 silent - W=147.0,
p=0.528,
f=0.375

W=144.0,
p=0.562,
f=0.333

W=61.0,
p=0.994,
f=0.166

W=140.0,
p=0.612,
f=0.458

2.2 rain W=152.0,
p=0.472,
f=0.583

- W=127.5,
p=0.735,
f=0.375

W=51.0,
p=0.998,
f=0.208

W=152.0,
p=0.477,
f=0.5

2.3 zen W=155.0,
p=0.438,
f=0.625

W=171.5,
p=0.265,
f=0.583

- W=38.0,
p=0.999,
f=0.250

W=166.0,
p=0.323,
f=0.541

2.4 traffic W=238.0,
p=0.0057**,
f=0.791

W=248.0,
p=0.0024**,
f=0.750

W=261.0,
p=0.0007**,
f=0.708

- W=228.0,
p=0.013*,
f=0.625

2.5 music W=160.0,
p=0.387,
f=0.541

W=148.0,
p=0.522,
f=0.50

W=134.0,
p=0.676,
f=0.458

W=72.0,
p=0.945,
f=0.375

-

Table 4.3: Results of Wilcoxon signed rank-sum test for mean interaction
time per 0.5 hours with H0 that the median of differences is 0, the alternative
hypothesis H1 being that it is positive, i.e. A is preferred over B. Effect size
f is given as fraction of pairs that support the alternative hypothesis.

A
B 1.1 silent 2.1 silent

1.1 silent - W=145.0, p=0.551, f=0.500

2.1 silent W=149.0, p=0.506, f=0.500 -

A
B 1.2 rain 2.2 rain

1.2 rain - W=199.0, p=0.081, f=0.500

2.2 rain W=101.0, p=0.919, f=0.500 -

Table 4.4: Results of Wilcoxon signed rank-sum test for mean interaction
time per 0.5 hours with H0 that the median of differences is 0, the alternative
hypothesis H1 being that it is positive, i.e. A is preferred over B. Effect size
f is given as fraction of pairs that support the alternative hypothesis.
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Condition
Duration of single interaction (s) Other measures

N Mean Median Std N / hour Duration / hour

1.1 silent 122 40.75 5.0 122.16 0.68 27.62 s

1.2 rain 141 14.19 4.0 26.80 2.61 37.06 s

2.1 silent 116 23.35 4.0 107.50 1.84 43.00 s

2.2 rain 207 6.00 3.0 10.76 2.44 14.62 s

2.3 zen 217 7.94 3.0 15.78 2.38 18.95 s

2.4 traffic 334 25.27 4.0 67.54 3.37 85.24 s

2.5 music 126 9.87 3.0 33.29 2.00 19.47 s

Table 4.5: Results basic information

As stated previously, statistical tests with respect to the location for the
silence and rain sound conditions yielded mixed results as can be seen in Table
4.4. For the silence conditions there was no significant difference between the
two locations. However, for the rain sounds the first location was preferred
over the second at 10% significance level (p=0.081).

All in all, the distribution for interaction times was very skewed for all the
conditions, as can be seen from the Fig. 4.10. Most of the interactions were
very short - the total number of interactions ranged from 116 for 2.1 silent to
334 for traffic sound, but even so the median duration for a single interaction
was 3-5 seconds for all conditions. However, there was considerable varia-
tion in means and standard deviations (see Table 4.5 and Figure 4.11(a)).
Compared to the sound conditions, both silent ones had high means and
especially standard deviations: 122.16 and 107.50 seconds, while the highest
sound condition standard deviation was 67.54 seconds for the traffic sound.
Out of the sound conditions traffic also had the highest mean. The second
location sounds rain and zen were lowest for both metrics, while music and
first location rain fell in between.
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(a) Mean duration of single interaction.

(b) Total average interaction duration per hour.

(c) Average number of interactions per hour.

Figure 4.11: Descriptive measures for the sakis’ audio preferences.
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Number of interactions per hour and total duration per hour supported
the results of the Wilcoxon signed rank-sum test in that both measures were
the highest for the traffic sound condition, as can be seen in Figures 4.11(b)
and 4.11(c). For the other sounds in the second location, rain, zen and music,
these measures were quite similar and especially the interaction time per
hour was notably shorter than for both the traffic sound as well as the silent
condition (14.62 s, 18.95 s and 19.47 s, versus 85.24 s and 43 s, respectively).
Also the number of interactions per hour for the other sounds was smaller
than for the traffic sound (2.44, 2.38 and 2.00 versus 3.37), but even smaller
for the silent (1.84). Location-wise, results from these measures were mixed
as was the case with the Wilcoxon test, being smaller for silent in the first
location, but larger for rain and vice versa. See Table 4.5 for complete results
for these measures.

Figure 4.12: Average daily interaction time and number of interactions per
hour for all the sound condition in the second location.

In summary, the silence conditions had singular longer interactions with a
few exceeding 15 minutes while the longest interactions for sound conditions
excluding the traffic sound did not go much beyond 5 minutes. This resulted
in silence conditions having the least number of interactions when normalised
by the number of hours, but for the most part longer total interaction dura-
tion than the sound conditions. The notable exception to other sounds was
the traffic sound, which had the highest total interaction time and number of
interactions per hour out of all the conditions, as well as longest individual
interaction time close to the ones of the silent conditions.

Overall, the times the sakis spent interacting with the system were quite
short. Additionally, looking at the second location, the average interaction
time per hour varied clearly by day, especially for silent and traffic conditions,
as shown in Figure 4.12. There were no obvious patterns to this variation
that would have been shared by all the sound conditions. Furthermore, the
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figure displays that the days with longest total interaction time were not
always the same as the ones with most interactions. This was especially the
case for the silent condition, where day four had total interaction time double
that of any other days, but the average hourly interaction count for that day
was one.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter we discussed the design and implementation of an auditory
enrichment system, in addition to a study that investigated the preferences
of the sakis when it comes to different audios played by the system and the
location of the systems. Our findings suggest that the form of the device
and the played audio, as well as potentially the location of the device impact
the interactions the sakis had with the system. The traffic sound specifically
caused clear differences in the usages, with the sakis preferring it over all the
other conditions.



Chapter 5

Discussion

As we have covered the results of our studies, this chapter discusses the
findings and their significance. The chapter is divided to three sections cor-
responding to the three research questions: requirements (RQ1), auditory
enrichment (RQ3), and animal-centred design (RQ2).

Requirements

Forming requirements for zoo technology is a complicated problem. Accu-
rately capturing the perspectives of even the human stakeholders can be
challenging, not to mention combining them with the animals’ requirements.
This study used a questionnaire, gathering a comprehensive collection of per-
spectives from the zookeepers and visitors (Chapter 3). Using a questionnaire
as a part of early requirements gathering enabled us to get a good overall
view of the perspectives of these different user groups and potential points
of conflict. The results indicate these two stakeholder groups share many
requirements, but revealed differences as well. These emergent themes are
discussed in the following three subsections.

Animal-centredness and trust

Both groups agreed on the importance of technology to provide enrichment
for the animals and support their health - both can be seen as very ani-
mal welfare centred use cases. The human-centred motivations that were
included in the questionnaire (learning about the animal and seeing them
use the technology) on the other hand were considered the least important
by both groups. Likewise, the bulk of the suggestions focused on technologies
for improving the animals’ lives. The keepers in general were more specific in
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their suggestions, which is not unexpected given they have in-depth knowl-
edge and experience with the animals.

The visitors’ responses widely reflected sentiments that whatever tech-
nology is provided for the sakis, it should be on their terms and beneficial
for them. Despite this, there were several suggestions to give the animals
different human devices such as touch screens or tablets that reveal a human-
centred focus and point of view. This overall difference between the over-
arching sentiment and content of specific suggestions could be explained by
inexperience with animal technology. Presently computer technologies, espe-
cially with zoo animals, are not widely utilised at least in a very visible way.
Thus, imagining what technologies for this kind of animals might look like
can be challenging. It might also be that the visitors trust that technologies
that do get implemented are good for the animals. This kind of trust that is
not based on any obvious evidence has been observed before. Lawson et al.
[43] found in their study with speculative pet technologies that pet owners
were willing to trust technologies that inform them of their pet’s emotional
state, even though no scientific evidence supporting the system was provided.
They were in fact so ready to trust the system that they would have relied
on it over the advice of their vet.

On some level, similar effect was also present when working with the
zookeepers; when collaborating with them in various phases of the design we
sough confirmation that aspects of our design were appropriate for the sakis.
However, there was little questioning of what we were implementing from the
keepers and other staff, implying trust in that we were in fact doing as they
had advised and ensured the welfare of the animals. This trust places ethical
responsibility on us as the designers and developers of the technology.

How to design systems that the users trust [30], or systems to mediate
trusted relationships [24] is not a new question in HCI. Similarly to Lawsons
[43] findings, our results with animals point out that in some cases it is
equally important to consider whether the users realise the limitations of the
system. Especially in animal technologies, blindly trusting just any system
can in the worst case affect animal welfare negatively. For instance, in the
zoo context if both the developers of the technology and the animal welfare
experts trust each other to be aware of potential challenges, important issues
may remain undiscussed or undiscovered for one of the parties. Thus, we
must ensure the process and decisions are transparent to everyone involved,
and when necessary ask the correct questions to make certain the welfare of
the animals is not compromised. Obviously, the level of trust in experts and
technology may vary based on the location, culture and context in which the
work is done. Nonetheless, it is an important factor for everyone developing
technologies for animals to keep in mind.
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In this regard, using the questionnaire for discovering requirements was
useful, and we acquired important information relating to the sakis’ needs
and requirements. That helped us to get a good general understanding of
the situation and discover further questions. Especially, the keepers listed
in the open questions many practical things to be avoided when designing
technology for the sakis. This provided us with a set of clear limitations
to consider when deciding the feasibility of initial ideas. However, since the
questionnaire was very much centred on the animals, key limitations related
to the everyday routines and realities of the keepers’ work were revealed
only during the prototyping, such as very limited daily amount of time from
the keepers. Consequently, it might be beneficial to include also questions
regarding these kinds of issues to the keeper version of the questionnaire.

Function vs naturalism

There was a notable difference that emerged between the two groups regard-
ing how ”natural” the technologies created for animals are. This difference
was visible in the questions related to the looks of the technology, as well as
the suggestions on what are the things that should be avoided when designing
technology for the sakis. The visitors had a more negative view than keepers
of both technology that looks similar to human technology (familiar look-
ing) and artificial (non-natural) looking technology in general. There were
also mentions in the open-ended question that anything unnatural should
be avoided. These kind of worries on the other hand were absent from the
keeper responses. Instead they focused on practical issues and listed factors
that could make the technology unsuitable for the animals.

This conflict with using technology, especially if it is visually distinctive
from the otherwise natural-looking environment, is a known challenge of ACI
in zoo context [8, 72]. Like these previous studies, our results indicate that
the zookeepers and staff are not concerned with how technology looks as long
as it is beneficial for the animals - a view that is not necessarily shared by
the visitors. On the other hand, there was little indication that the overall
attitude of the visitors toward technology usage in zoos would be negative,
though we did not explicitly ask how the participants felt about the issue in
general. However, the question has been previously asked by Perdue et al.
[56] who found that people generally consider technology usage appropriate
in zoo context. Thus, like Carter et al. [8], we speculate that this gap
and suspicion toward ”unnatural” technology could be bridged by increasing
understanding, i.e. by adequately communicating the purpose and benefit
of technology to the visitors. There may be a preconception that anything
that is natural for the animals is also good for them, and deviating from
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this naturalism is detrimental. If this is the case, educating the visitors
on how technology can be used to foster and encourage natural behaviours
should alleviate the issue. Furthermore, most of these animals in zoos are
born in captivity and their environment there is all they have ever known.
Highlighting this could also help to illustrate how for the animals themselves
it can be irrelevant how closely the zoo environment resembles the natural
environment the species originates from since they have never seen it anyway.

In contrast to these negative attitudes toward unnaturalistic technology,
our results also revealed an interesting dichotomy: while there were worries
and the overall view on artificial looking technology was neutral or negative,
there were also some positive responses, as well as several suggestions to pro-
vide the sakis with different human technologies. This might reflect a shift in
attitudes and indicate people are becoming more accepting towards extend-
ing the use of novel technologies to otherwise naturalistic zoo environments.

One further observation from the visitor results is that the responses to
the question about attitude toward artificial looking technology were more
negative than the ones for familiar, human technology looking devices. This
was somewhat surprising, since it could be expected that if people have neg-
ative attitudes toward artificial, non-natural looking technology, they would
feel similarly toward human technology. After all, it is also certainly not
something you would find in the natural environment of these animals. How-
ever, based on our findings it seems that this may not be the case, but people
instead were more tolerant towards familiar technologies. This is not a unique
finding; for instance in 2016, a poll found more Americans prefer familiar
technology products over new ones [35]. In some cases, mere exposure may
sway attitudes to become more positive, an effect studied within psychology
since the 1960s [81]. Familiarity also ties into the previously mentioned topic
of trust. Luhmann [45] proposed that familiarity is a prerequisite for trust.
Building on this, it is reasonable to expect that people would find it easier
to trust that a familiar system is not harmful for the animals compared to
something very novel that is more difficult to relate to personal experiences.
Overall, balancing people’s trust in technology for animals is clearly an im-
portant issue to alleviate suspicion towards technology on the one hand, and
to avoid people over-trusting it on the other hand.

Human-animal interactions

Empathy and deeper understanding of the animals are these days leveraged
by zoos to engage the visitors and illustrate the importance of conservation
efforts advocated by the zoos. Empathetic connections can be encouraged
by creating opportunities for human-animal interactions, and technology can
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help facilitate this [8, 72]. Our results suggest that interactions enabled by
technology are something many visitors would want, and many participants
expressed interest in understanding the world and experiences of the sakis
better through technology systems. However, about a quarter of responses
to this question were negative and the reservations regarding unnatural tech-
nology became apparent in this context as well. These people worry that
interactions are orchestrated mainly for the entertainment of visitors and
that they might have negative consequences for the animals. Thus, the im-
portance of facilitating visitors’ trust in the technology is highlighted again.
People who have no in-depth knowledge about animal behaviour may not
intuitively think that these ”unnatural” technologies and even interactions
with visitors may in fact function as enrichment if implemented keeping the
animal welfare as a priority. Consequently, clearly communicating this in-
formation is highly important. For the keepers in our study, human-animal
interaction with the visitors did not emerge as a priority. However, except for
one participating keeper, there were no apparent negative attitudes either.

While the very animal welfare-focused perspective of the keepers and the
more varied view of visitors may at points seem conflicting, there is no indi-
cation of irreconcilable differences. Obviously, the well-being of the animals
must be ensured, but ultimately that is also the primary concern and wish
of the visitors as well. Given that welfare is ascertained, there is apparent
demand for expanding the zoo experience by using new technologies. Fur-
thermore, even if technology is implemented for the animals benefit, be it
enrichment, health support, or anything else, keeping the visitors informed
about what kind of technology is used and why can alleviate any concerns
the visitors might have regarding technology usage and how ”natural” it is.

Sound as enrichment

Our findings regarding the use of auditory enrichment partly align with pre-
vious studies on primates’ preferences for music. That is, for the most part
the sakis seemed either indifferent to sound or preferred silence as observed in
several other studies (e.g. [51, 60]). Even though the statistical test did not
yield significant differences for silence compared to the rain, zen and music
sounds, silence was preferred when measuring by average total hourly inter-
action duration and the average length of a single interaction. The average
number of interactions per hour on the other hand was slightly higher for
these sounds than for silence. Thus, there was a difference in the interaction
patterns, despite no statistically significant differences with the test used.

The single clear deviation from the aforementioned pattern was the traffic
noise, which was preferred to any other condition. This sound was initially
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included in the experiment as a potential ”unpleasant” option - it was an
unfamiliar sound for the sakis and the keepers hypothesised that they might
be spooked by sudden sounds like honking that was a prominent feature of
the traffic track. This serves as a fine example to point out that when looking
at animals and their preferences for audios, it is important to include various
different sounds, also ones that are not pleasant for people. Despite this,
previously these type of studies have mostly used human music or white
noise (e.g. [23, 51, 52, 70]).

As for why the traffic sound was preferred by the sakis, our study design
does not allow drawing any definite conclusions beyond this preference. One
potential explanation for this might be that the audio track did not contain
any high frequencies above 8000Hz. There might be also some features of the
traffic sound that resemble the vocalisations of the sakis that makes them
interested. This would fall in line with the findings of a previous study where
they observed behavioural reactions in tamarins when they were played music
composed based on features of their communication sounds [65]. However,
with all the sounds in study being very different, further investigation is
needed to determine which audio features specifically are preferred by the
sakis. Our results nonetheless indicate that there may be sounds that the
monkeys do want to listen to - the challenge lies in identifying them.

The second factor in our research was the location of the system. Our
results on the effect of the location on the use patterns were inconclusive,
showing no statistical differences, and conflicting outcomes of the descriptive
statistics such as mean duration and number of interactions. We expected
that there might be fewer interactions in the second location as it was lower
than the first one, and the keepers told us that the sakis prefer the higher
branches and especially avoid going on the ground. Also based on the video
monitoring of the initial prototypes, the sakis seemed to spend most time in
locations higher up, though data on this was not systematically collected. In
this light it is slightly surprising that there were no conclusive differences.

Design considerations

Working within a zoo environment sets certain practical limitations that will
likely vary based on the location and larger context as well as the animal
species in question. Common problem with previous studies working with
larger animals has been how to safely provide the animals with access to
the technology, since often it is not feasible to build technology that could
withstand the animals if they were given physically free access to it (e.g.
[19]). In our case this was not such an issue because the sakis are small
and not particularly strong, so it was possible to use simple measures such
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as plywood casing to protect fragile components. In addition, the zoo staff
was well involved and open to using new technologies to benefit the animals,
given that their safety and well-being was ensured. However, this might not
be the case in all environments, limiting what kind of technology can be
created and how it can be deployed.

The most prominent practical issue in our case was the limited time of the
keepers. Using a self-contained system in the middle of the enclosure meant
it had to run on battery power. We confirmed beforehand whether changing
the battery pack daily would be feasible and were told it should not be a
problem. However, in practice, the keepers were often busy and occasionally
did not have time, or did not remember to change the batteries, resulting in
random downtime of the system during the experiment. This highlights how
easy it is for the zoo staff to underestimate the practical effort required to
participate in a study like this. Especially at the end of the experiment the
keepers seemed eager to get rid of the responsibility of keeping the system
running, showing that the current solution would not be feasible for this kind
of product in everyday use. Instead, we should strive for technologies that are
stable and do not require daily maintenance from the keepers. Additionally,
remote monitoring strategies that allow observing the state of the system
without physical inspection are valuable to minimise the need for routine
check-ups.

Other environmental issues we encountered, but did not specifically realise
to ask about beforehand, were for example cleaning and maintenance of the
enclosure. Thus, as a result we discovered only during the experiment that
they hosed water around the enclosure as a part of the regular cleaning and
maintenance. On one occasion this disrupted the automatic detection inside
the tunnel due to water droplets in the way of the sensors that caused random
sensor readings. Additionally, the zoo as an environment was not very static
but everyday events in the sakis’ daily life affected how much they interacted
with the system. For instance, during the initial prototyping, on one day
they were given new branches that had berries on them which resulted in
very few interactions during that day, as the sakis were more interested in
the berries. This is an important consideration when planning test periods
to mitigate the effects of outside factors on the results.

The second factor that became apparent in our study was the importance
and benefit of including the animals as early as possible to the design process.
Even though the zookeepers can have expert knowledge of the animals they
are working with, even they cannot fully anticipate the animals’ reactions
and behaviour. In our case, the main keeper of the sakis warned us that
the sakis generally do not like confined spaces. Due to this insight, we were
able to construct a tunnel formation that would most likely be accepted by
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the sakis. Consequently, we also anticipated that the tunnel might not be
successful at all and that the dome would be a better suited option since
it did not require the animals entering any partly confined space. However,
prototyping with the sakis revealed this not to be the case; in fact, the tunnel
was used clearly more than the dome. Had we only relied on the knowledge
and interpretations of the keepers and directly implemented a system based
on the dome, we could have ended up with lower usage simply due to the
physical formation of the device. The same happened also with the sounds,
in that the keepers were concerned the traffic sound could scare the sakis but
in the end that turned out to be the sound most preferred by them.

These differences between the expectations of the keepers and the reality
of the sakis’ behaviours highlight how important it is for us to be able not
to stay fixated on our preconceptions, but rather allow the animals to take
an active role in the design process. Experimenting with options outside the
most obvious can reveal the animals have preferences that seem unexpected
to us. While considering the characteristics of the animals we are working
with is important, we may end up underestimating them if we limit options
and decision solely to the most ”natural” or what has worked before. Fur-
thermore, confining ourselves too strictly, be it to a human perspective or
boundaries derived from what is natural to the animals, we may also prema-
turely hamper the benefits of new technologies. Animal welfare is the most
important priority, which already sets certain limitations for the technolo-
gies as well as the design process. Finding out which limitations are actually
necessary, and which are solely based on our own flawed assumptions about
the animals can expand the design space and lead to valuable insights that
would otherwise be missed.

Another indicator of the limitations of the keepers’ perspectives was the
fact that throughout the experiment they kept asking if the sakis are using
the system. Thus, how the sakis were using the system was not always
visible for the keepers in their everyday workflow. From this perspective,
having automatic remote monitoring and data logging of the system was
essential to get a realistic overall picture of the interactions. It also highlights
that the presence of the keepers may affect how the animals interact with
technology. While the sakis were using the system less when the keepers
were present for their regular duties, they were very curious when there were
people interacting with the device. For example, when someone was changing
the battery pack the sakis would try to intervene and grab the person’s hands
or parts of the system. Thus, having keepers (or people in general) present
when testing a system that is intended for the animals to use at any time may
not provide reliable results for how interested the animals are in a normal
situation.
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The behaviours and reactions of the animals themselves frame the pro-
totyping in a certain way. A potential opportunity as well as a source of
challenge is the novelty effect of new additions to their environment. The
sakis were initially curious towards the new artefacts and were physically
investigating them. Behaviours that emerge at this stage can inform design
of interaction mechanisms or enable the animals to learn which behaviours
trigger responses from the system. However, the novelty effect can also eas-
ily bias results if testing occurs only over a short period of time as often
has been done previously. In addition to the novelty, after the initial explo-
ration it took nearly a week for the sakis to start spending longer times in
the tunnel and become comfortable enough to sleep there. These behaviour
patterns would have likely been left undiscovered if we had tested the system
just for a few hours at a time, which has been common for previous studies
(e.g. [19, 71]). This highlights a general problem in ACI, namely testing
or prototyping for a short time only or in an exceptional situation. Results
obtained when testing a system in a novel context are intimately tied to
the specific situation. In this way it is easy to completely miss what is the
animal’s experience in its familiar environment or after the initial novelty
wears off. Many ACI systems are intended for regular or everyday usage, so
generalising results from experiments that largely miss the context of use is
problematic. Thus, like Grillaert and Camenzind [20] previously, we recom-
mend conducting experiments and collecting data over a longer time period
and doing it in the real use context when possible.

Including the animals in the process early on and giving them enough time
to explore and get used to the system and its responses are both ways to bring
the focus of design more on the animals. Collecting real-world data of the
animals’ behaviours and responses already during the design process allows
directing the development according to this real user data instead of relying
solely on the knowledge of the caretakers of the animals. A further way to
empower the animals is to provide them autonomy and choice over interacting
with the system. Our method allowed the sakis to use the system in their
normal environment if and when they wanted to, instead of inflicting the
technology on them. Giving this control and freedom to stop engaging with
the system to the animals gave us indication of continuous consent. This kind
of choice has not commonly been provided for the animals when investigating
primates’ preferences for audio, except for Ritvo and MacDonald’s [60] work
where the participating orangutans could select either silence or different
musics through a touch screen. For the most part previous studies have
typically either forced choices over different stimuli in a laboratory setting
(like [51]) or just played audio in their environment ([61]).

The limited knowledge of the caretakers, as well as the direct participa-
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tion, autonomy, and consent of the animals relate further to the issue of trust.
As discussed in the earlier sections, facilitating an appropriate level of trust
between all the human stakeholders is central. This is equally true when it
comes to the animals, who in the case of ACI are often the primary users
of the technology. First of all, we should build technologies the animals can
trust. For this, giving the animals choice and control is essential; if the ani-
mals have no other option but to use the technology it is close to impossible
to determine whether they feel comfortable with it or merely submit to the
situation. Second, when designing systems for animals, we must in turn trust
the animals and strive to listen to and understand what they can tell us. This
is already challenging with humans, and even more so with animals, when our
understanding and interpretations must be derived from information other
than linguistic communication. Consulting people who have expertise and
a deeper understanding of the animals is a first step, but as our results in-
dicate, cannot be considered sufficient on its own. However, it can help to
identify and control factors that affect the animals’ behaviour and emotional
state. Thus, expert knowledge can help to create an environment where the
animals can optimally express themselves. Expert knowledge can also aid
in interpreting the feedback from the animals to utilise it as accurately as
possible and avoid anthropomorphising their behaviours.

However, even when trust, autonomy and consent are ensured and the
available information carefully interpreted, the problem of determining whether
an animal ”likes” a system remains. In our study the sakis consistently used
the system, but that may not mean they found it enjoyable. Since they kept
using the system throughout the experiment, we can assume the sound was
at least not completely aversive. One possibility is that the sakis merely tol-
erated the sounds (other than traffic) to use the tunnel. On the other hand,
given the shift in usage patterns - decrease in interaction duration but not
in the number of interactions - it could also be that the sakis find the sounds
stimulating and seek to trigger them, but for some reason prefer only short
interactions. This kind of preference for short interactions has been previ-
ously observed at least with dogs using screens [27]. The differences in the
outcomes for the different measures furthermore illustrate the importance
of what kind of measure is used to infer preference. For example, had we
recorded only the number of interactions, our results would have indicated
that all the sounds are at least somewhat preferred to silence. Thus, in sit-
uations where it is possible and suitable it can be beneficial to use multiple
different measures for preference to get a more realistic overall understanding
of the participating animals’ behaviour and reactions. Even if we cannot get
definite answers to whether the animals ”like” the system, we can do our
best to get as close as possible.
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In summary, we were able work toward a more animal-centred process in
several ways despite the practical challenges of the zoo environment. Impor-
tant preferences toward the prototype structure were revealed by testing and
including the sakis already early in the process. The early inclusion as well as
automatic monitoring allowed us to observe how the animals naturally inter-
act with the structures, which directed later design decisions and could have
further been utilised had we experimented with more sophisticated interac-
tion mechanisms. This contributes a deeper understanding of the benefits of
including the animals to the design directly and early in the process. At the
time most ACI work relies on short testing sessions; our work reveals how
important it is to complement this with longitudinal testing to ensure core
facets of the animals’ experience and interactions do not remain undiscov-
ered. Furthermore, our work illustrates how we can provide the animals with
autonomy and consent over participation with a proximity triggered system
when studying their responses to auditory enrichment.

Further work and limitations

As this is a case study focusing on one group of animals and we did not track
the behaviours of individuals separately, we cannot generalise the results of
the audio preference experiment to other groups of animals. Furthermore,
there were some issues that may have affected the results. First of all, due
to the battery running out we had random breaks in the trial periods, which
may have interfered with how the sakis learn the association between the
tunnel and the audio. This is a potential source of noise in the results, since
it is possible that the sakis used the system more or less often than they
otherwise would have because of the unpredictability of whether the system
would play audio or not. However, it should not have such an impact on
the duration of the interactions, as the sakis always had the freedom to end
the interaction when they wanted to. There were also a few days in between
the different locations when the zoo attempted to mix the sakis with another
monkey species previously living in the neighbouring habitat. The attempt
was unsuccessful, and the other species remained in their old space, but this
type of stressful event could have an effect on the sakis behaviour after it.
However, problems like unreliability of keeper resources and changes in the
environment are challenges that are difficult to avoid when working in a zoo
environment over a period of several months.

Unrelated potential source of uncertainty in the audio experiment was
that the loudness of the audio tracks was not exactly controlled for, which
might also have an effect. Overall, since we did not focus systematically on
the audio features but had a more exploratory approach, there is an opening
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for further research looking into which low level features of the audio are
associated with different preferences.

Valuable additional research would also be to investigate the overall effect
of the audio on the sakis behaviour, since we only looked at their interactions
with the system but not their general behaviours outside that. Here animal
welfare measures like time budgets recommended by Grillaert and Camenzind
[20] could be utilised. Another extension of our current work would be to
monitor also the individual usage and potential differences there. Now we do
not know whether only a few or some of the sakis were using the system. All
in all our results indicate that it is worthwhile to explore the use of auditory
enrichment in zoos.

Finally, the attitudes of visitors towards technology at the zoo, and how
the ways the animals benefit from the technology are best communicated
to the public still remain a relevant question. We looked into the visitors’
perceptions preceding technology usage, but did not have an opportunity to
collect visitor responses after the technology was in use due to the seasonal
nature of zoo visits in our location. However, it would have been an inter-
esting question to see how the presence of technology in the enclosure affects
the views of visitors.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

This thesis has investigated designing an interactive audio enrichment system
for white faced-sakis living in the Korkeasaari Zoo. Within this process we
have addressed three research questions: how do requirements of zoo visitors
and staff look like and compare to each other, how we can approach the
process in an animal-centred way, and how the sakis respond to different
audios.

First, it was found that while there are some differences in the perspec-
tives of zookeepers and visitors as stakeholder in zoo technologies, everyone’s
primary concern is the well-being of the animals. As long as this goal is
satisfied, new technologies can be used to support the work of zoo staff, im-
prove the well-being of the animals, and to forge new kind of connections
between the animals and the visitors. Our findings concern the sakis, but
the questionnaire we have used can be adapted to be used in other situations
to gather comparable information about the requirements of different stake-
holder groups within the zoo context. Furthermore, we have shown that by
including the animals early to the design process and giving them control
over participating we can collect data of how the animals naturally interact
with and use the system. This valuable information can be used to direct the
development of the system to better fit the animals’ needs. Lastly, we found
that the sakis preferred traffic noise over silence and other sounds, showing
a preference for a sound that from the human perspective would not appear
pleasant.

These findings relate to the larger discussions within ACI and zoo animal
enrichment. While interactive technologies are increasingly adapted and de-
veloped for the well-being and enrichment of zoo housed animals, the findings
around the value of auditory enrichment for primates have been conflicting.
Adding to the existing body of work, our results indicate the potential of
auditory enrichment with small primates, given that appropriate sounds are
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identified. Thus, further work remains to be done to discover sounds that
induce positive reactions, as well as to determine the overall effect they have
on the behaviour of the animals.

Within the context of ACI in zoos we have contributed to the discussion
concerning animal-centred principles and how to strive toward them in prac-
tice. Including the animals to the design process of new technologies in a
concrete way has been seldom done in zoo contexts, and we have shown some
practical ways to achieve that. These methods not only provided the animals
with control and ability to provide consent, but also an opportunity to di-
rectly contribute to the process through the data we collected on their use of
the system. Granted, working with different species will introduce different
challenges, but when appropriate, some form of automatic data collection
and early prototyping with the animals can be used to ensure the animals’
perspective is included as well as possible. Since improving the animals’ lives
and developing a user-centred process for working with animals are the main
aims of ACI, and especially in the case of zoo technology the goal is sup-
porting animal welfare, the importance of ensuring consent and autonomy of
participation for the animals should be self-evident.

Another perspective to the ACI discussion are the requirements of the
human stakeholder groups and especially how to reconcile the visitor needs
with other priorities. Here we conclude that even though the visitors have
additional needs of their own, they regard animal well-being as the most im-
portant priority. In this sense there does not need to be any inherent conflict
between animal welfare and what the visitors want, since it is recognised by
everyone that human desires for these technologies can only be fulfilled if
the animal welfare is not compromised. Thus, our findings support previous
work in that there is apparent potential for new technologies to be used in
enhancing engagement and visitor experience. However, it is important to
stay informed on how the visitors perceive the usage of technology and how
to best communicate its purpose and benefits to prevent visitors rejecting
novel or unfamiliar systems as unnatural and detrimental for the animals.
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Introduction

Animals are increasingly exposed to and interacting
with computer technology. Examples of these
technologies include activity trackers, games such as
puzzles, and technology for helping the animals at
work. We are interested in how to create
technologies to support and enhance animal welfare
in zoos. This questionnaire is used for trying to find
out what are the most important factors to consider
when creating such technologies. As for the
technologies, they could be anything you can come
up with, whether it currently exists or not. The animal for which we are creating the technology is 
the white-faced saki monkey, which at Korkeasaari Zoo can be found at the tropical Amazonia 
house. For the whole questionnaire we are asking you to consider this particular animal when 
answering the questions.

Demographics & Experience
Gender 
[  ] male [  ] female [   ] other [   ] prefer not to say

Age range 
[   ] < 13 [   ] 13-19 [   ] 20-65 [   ] 65+

Visitors Experience (in visitor version)

How often do you visit the zoo (select the best option)?

[   ] First visit    [   ] Less than once a year      [   ] Once a year     [   ] Once in six months 
[   ] Once in three months      [   ] More often than once in three months

Have you visited the white-faced saki?
[   ] Yes [   ] No

Did you go on the guided mini-tour at the Amazonian house?
[   ] Yes [   ] No

Zoo Staff Experience (in staff version)

Do you work/have you worked with the white-faced saki?
[   ] Yes [   ] No

How long have you worked with the white-faced saki?

______________________________________________________



Purpose of the technology

How important do you think it is that the technology can help monitoring the health of the 
animals?

[  ] very important 
[  ] important 
[  ] not important or unimportant 
[  ] slightly unimportant 
[  ] not important at all [  ] don’t know

How important do you think it is that the technology improves the animal’s environment and 
care based on their natural behaviours and instincts?

[  ] very important 
[  ] important 
[  ] not important or unimportant 
[  ] slightly unimportant 
[  ] not important at all [  ] don’t know

Why?

How important do you think it is that you can see the animal using the technology?
[  ] very important 
[  ] important 
[  ] not important or unimportant 
[  ] slightly unimportant 
[  ] not important at all [  ] don’t know

Why?

How important do you think it is that you can learn something about the animal by watching 
it use the technology?

[  ] very important 
[  ] important 
[  ] not important or unimportant 
[  ] slightly unimportant 
[  ] not important at all [  ] don’t know



How important do you think it is that the animal can figure out how to use the technology by 
itself (i.e. doesn’t require training from human)?

[  ] very important 
[  ] important 
[  ] not important or unimportant 
[  ] slightly unimportant 
[  ] not important at all [  ] don’t know

Why?

Type of the technology

When designing technologies for animals, there are lots of different technologies we can use as is 
the case for humans. Next we will ask you some questions about what the device should look like.

How do you feel about animals using technology that looks familiar to something you have 
used, such as a tablet or keyboard?

[  ] positive     
[  ] slightly positive     
[  ] neutral     
[  ] slightly negative     
[  ] negative [  ]  don’t know

How do you feel about animals using technology that looks clearly artificial (like an obvious 
electronic device)? 

[  ] positive     
[  ] slightly positive     
[  ] neutral     
[  ] slightly negative     
[  ] negative [  ]  don’t know

Where would you like the technology to be placed? 
[  ] inside the enclosure [  ] outside the enclosure [  ] doesn’t matter [  ] don’t know
[  ] other: _____________________________________

Would you like the technology to be fixed or movable? 
[  ] fixed      [  ] easily movable by people      [  ] movable by the animal      [  ] doesn’t matter    
[  ] don’t know      [  ] other: _____________________________________



Would you like the technology to allow you to interact with the animal? 
 [  ] yes  [  ] no   [  ] doesn’t matter  [  ] don’t know

 How?

What kind of technology would you like for the animal?

Why do you think this would be a nice idea?

What kind of technology should we avoid for the animal and why?
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